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Abstract

The advent of commercially available CAD systems has provided the

means for designing sophisticated parts, but producing those parts on existing

machining systems is still complicated, time consuming and prone to errors.

The free-form shapes designed on CAD systems are described by higher

order polynomiais, but state-of-the-art controllers can generate only lines and

arcs. In practice, the tool paths for sculptured surfaces are approximated by a

series of lines, where the number of lines is based on the accuracy required.

This method needs many steps, produces large NC programs, and the parts

still need considerable hand finishing. If NC controllers could "understand"

and generate motion commands for higher order curves, then parts could be

produced with a better finish, less intermediate data, and fewer processing

steps.

In this thesis, the design and verification of a real-time path generator

module for a Computer Numerical Controller for machining sculptured

surfaces is presented. The advanced path generator produces the individual

axis commands directly from surface geometry descriptions for non uniform

rational spline (NURBS) surfaces, from tool data, and from part set-up data.

NURBS are ¡ational generalization of piecewise polynomials hence include

B-splines, Bézier curves and surfaces and Coons patches. Both the 3-axis and

S-axis versions are modeled and simulated for various types of tools. Existing

speed control schemas control the speed of the tool center point, resulting in

-ll-



speed variation in the contact point. In this thesis accurate speed control of

the path generation has been estabiished as well.
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l lntroduction

Producing parts with sculptured surfaces in the manufacturing

industry has an ever increasing importance. These parts have to satisfy

severai requirements beyond their functionality, such as aesthetics, shape

continuity, flow characteristics, etc. The application of such parts where shape

and function are so closely integrated is widespread in the aerospace, car and

ship building industries as well as tool and mold making industries. Their

usage in various consumer products is also increasing [Krouse-83, Rogers-83,

Renner-78, Giessen-86a1.

The advent of commercially available CAD/CAE systems has provided

the means for designing sophisticated parts, but producing these parts on

existing machining systems is still complicated, time consuming and prone to

errors. When machining is used for parts manufacturing, the process from

design to finished product with metal cutting processes consists of about 5

layers of information processing [strohmer-86, Grossman-86].

The reasons for the cumbersome part production are mostly historical.

Firstly, the design and production of such parts includes many disciplines.

This has been hindering the efforts to look at the design and production as an

integrated process, and emphasis was instead placed on the individual levels

and their interfaces within the production process [Krouse-g3].

Secondly, the basic principles of NC machines and their programming

have not changed much since the fifties, when they were originally laid down

[Noble-84]. NC machines still generate line segments, arcs in the main planes,

and their combinations. When machining higher order surfaces, they are
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apProximated by primitives that NC machines can execute, usually only by

line segments. This feature of NC controllers sets the level of abstraction of

data in the production process. As a result, the intermediate data passed

between the iayers are huge, and parts still need significant effort in hand

finishing [Broomhead-86].

If the level of data abstraction could be raised, i.e. NC controllers could

"understand" and generate higher level motion commands, then parts with

sculptured surfaces could be produced with fewer processing steps, less

intermediate data, and a better finish.

This thesis discusses an improved path generator for NC controllers,

that moves the tool directly on a sculptured surface without approximating it

with line segments. By using a "more inteliigent" controller in the

production, the process itself could be simplified, the individual tasks

redistributed more logically, the intermediate data reduced, and the part

quality improved. In other words, the production of parts would be faster and

cheaper with better quality.

In the second chapter the existing technology is reviewed. The current

machining practices for parts with sculptured surfaces are examined. The

individual steps are evaluated and their importance is analyzed. The existing

architecture for the methods are discussed, and the shortcomings of the

solutions are highlighted.

Having examined the state-of-art of production practices, existing

solutions and research are then surveyed in Section 2 of Chapter 2. At the

end of that section, the reviewed systems are evaluated, hightighting the need

for further advancements in the area of real-time tool path generation.
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In the third chapter, the foundations of sculptured surface machining

are outlined. This includes the theory of geometric modeling, with the

mathematics of different curve and surface representation, and the different

machining strategies in use.

Chapter 4 discusses the advanced tool path generation in detail.

In Section 1 of Chapter 4, the mathematics of 3-axis and S-axis

machining are developed, and the calculations to control the axis coordinates

for the sculpturing of free-form shapes are put forth.

The system specification and a critical evaluation thereof are discussed

in Section 2 of Chapter 4.

In Section 3 of Chapter 4, the particulars of real time path generation

are Presented. Simulation examples are given, and the results are assessed.

The thesis finishes with a conclusion, summarizing the results and

findings, outlining the direction of further research in the field, and

providing the first results of an industrial implementation of the work.
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2 Existing Technology

In this part of the thesis, state of the art of the technoiogy is explored

and how it relates to sculptured surface part production. This inciudes the

discussion and evaluation of existing methodologies of producing parts with
sculptured surfaces (Section 1), and a literature survey and discussion on the

current research in the field (Section 2).

2.1 Sculptured Surface Part Production

Producing a part with sculptured surfaces is a complex task. However

these days, the process is aided by computers at all steps of the design and

production (CAD/CAM), the existing design and machining systems are still

complicated, and the process is time consuming and prone to human errors.

In this chapter, current manufacturing practices are critically reviewed

and evaluated.

2.1.1 Review

The procedure starts with the designed part. The geometry of parts with

sculptured surfaces has to satisfy several design criteria such as functionality

and aesthetics, to name a few.
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Today there are a multitude of CAD/CAE systems, aiding the user in

the design and analysis of a part and in the creation of the geometry of it

[Daratech-89]. Proceeding with the design depends on the cAD/cAE system

used. Some are generai purpose, where the surfaces have to be built up

hierarchically (points, curves, surfaces), while other CAD systems are

application oriented, hiding some of the elementary steps from the user.

Objects in a geometrical data base can be represented in several ways. The

most commonly used form for free-form surfaces is piecewise patches of

vector-scal ar functions lFaux- 79, Mortenson-85 ].

When the design in the CAD system is completed, the next step is to

PrePare for the machining of the part. This is where the CAM part of the

CAD/CAM process starts.

First, the machining strategy has to be decided on. This includes the

process selection (3D milling, 5D milling, turning, chemical machining, etc.),

fixturing, and tool selection [Giessen-86a]. Usually a particular part can be

produced in several ways. The planning of the machining strategy is heavily

influenced by the existing technology and infrastructure in the machine shop.

In the conventional NC metal cutting processes, the tool path for the

machining of the part has to be defined next. The machining of a part can be

classified into two steps: the roughing process and the finishing. Depending

on the part and the machining strategy applied, usually several set-ups are

needed. Two sets of tool paths are generated to do the machining. The

roughing Processor generates programs to remove as much material from the

block as possible in a simple and efficient way depending on the size of the
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blank. Roughing programs are generally simple zig-zag motions along the

main features of the part.

The finishing processor generates the tool path for the final contouring

of the parts. Several main contouring methods can be distinguished for

sculpting, but the most widely used are the 3-axis and S-axis machining

IGiessen-86a, Giessen-86b, Qiulin-87].

The tool paths for the machining programs are output in the language

called Automatically Programmed Tools (APT). ApT is a manufacturing

language in which geometry and machining processes can be described [APT-

771. To generate the APT program for the machining, the tool geometry has to

be given. The output tool path describes the tool end point coordinates.

Though APT can describe higher order curves and surfaces, the tool motions

to machine the sculptured surfaces are approximated by line segments. The

resolution of the approximation depends on the machining tolerance

required. There are several reasons to approximate the surface machining

with line segments. The rationale is mostly historical: machine tool

controllers can only generate line segments in 3D, and arc segments can only

be created in the main planes. There are advantages associated with the line

segment rePresentation as well. One of them is that the output information is

human readable: the basic element is a point, where the tool is supposed to go

with the desired tool axis orientation. Another advantage has to do with

efficiency: to display a tool path graphically on a work station geometric

calculations do not have to be repeated and tool motion data can be taken

directly from the APT file for display. This only had significance in the early

days of CAD/CAM, when computing power for all kinds of calculations were
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at a premium. Today's computers and workstations certainly would have no

difficulty performing the more computationally intensive tasks.

In the next step, the high level APT program gets compiled into the

Cutter Location (CL) file. The CL file is still machine tool independent. No

information on the particular features of the machine tool or of its

controller's are contained. The main task of the APT processor is to perform

geometrical calculations related to the tool path generation [ICAM-sg].

The machine tool dependent information is added to the part program

at post processing time. Though the NC language is standardized, the physical

features and other properties of machine tool systems differ from each other

considerably [van den Berg-86]. All pertinent information on the particular

machine tool and its controller is contained in the post processor. Post

Processors are dedicated to specific machine tools. The output from the post

Processor is the NC tape, which can be run on the machine tool.

The last step of the whole procedure is the actual machining. The

machining includes the setting up of the part and the cutting tools and

running the previously generated NC programs. Setting up the part and the

tools is an important step; it inherently influences the accuracy of the

produced part. When machining sculptured surfaces, the set up has to be

done very accurately to the predetermined values, i.e. the values that were

used for geometrical calculations during the course of the NC tape

preparations lvan den Berg-88]. This contrasts sharply with conventional, non

free-form machining, where tool and part offset values can be entered into

the NC controller before machining, and the compensation calculated and

applied run-time by the NC controller [Venjara-93].
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2.1.2 Evaluation

It can be seen from the description of the free-form machining process

that it is complicated, the preparation for the machining is time consuming

and prone to errors.

The goal in the production is to reduce costs and lead times, and to

have the first finished part right, without a lot of human expertise and

supervision IMOSAIC-9O].

There are several problems associated with the production process

described above.

First of all, the process has far too many steps, or in other words, the

system which produces the parts has too many layers. The information passed

between the layers is in some "standard" file format [Ogorek-85]. Difficulty

arises as each vendor has its own implementation and interpretation of the

various standards, requiring further customized filtering and conversion

between the layers lvan den Berg-86ì. Debugging the production process is

difficuit, the source of errors is not always obvious, and it is difficult to pin

down at which step the error originated.

Researchers have realized this deficiency, and called for a simpler

system implementation [Greene-82, Grossman-86, Suzuki-86, Kim-gg, Storr-

89, Lee-911. Most of the researchers have found that an optimal system would

have three layers: the design, machining planning, and the actual machining

function. Suzuki [suzuki-86] suggested a two layer system: the design layer,
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and a "super" NC controller, including all the functions for the machining

planning and the metal cutting. Industry and researchers took this approach

one step further and have produced systems including even the CAD

functions into the controller, together with the machining preparation

functions [Sharnoa-9l, Yellowley-94]. Though this design and production of

parts with sculptured surfaces, and doing 3D machining at the same station is

impressive, the idea of using a complete machine tool for design purposes is

questionable, and it is possibly worthwhile only to develop simple parts with

limited design requirements or to make small changes to existing designs.

The trend in today's controllers certainly points toward including the design

and planning functions in to the controller of the machine tool, effectively

creating a manufacturing workstation IMOSAIC-?}, Bourne-92].

The information in the CL files and NC tape files, which contain the

line segment approximation of the machining tool path, is very low level,

and henee huge in size. Handling the huge data files is awkward, and usually

special techniques have to be applied to overcome the limited storage capacity

of the controllers [Orban-86].

Another problem associated with the line segment approximation is

the block processing speed of NC controllers. As accuracy requirements of the

parts are increasing, the number of line segments to cover the same path is

increasing, and the controller has to process this increased number of line

segments while executing at the same machining speed. Machining speeds

are also on the increase due to better quality cutting tools, due to machine

tools with good dynamic behavior at higher speeds, and due to the general

demand for higher productivity. Though the block processing speeds of the
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new controllers are faster and are approaching the millisecond rate

[Heidenhain-91, Allen-Bradley-97], this is still a "brute force" approach. The

solution would be to pass more concise, higher level information to the

controller, and let the controller do the processing at run time.

Several researchers have suggested to pass geometrical information to

the controller instead of passing just line segments [Greene-82, EUCLID-g3a,

Flermann-84a, Broomhead-86, Chen-931. Early results of this research were

included in a commercial system, the EUCLID/OZELOT. The system is a

complete solution, including CAD, CAM and a modified Numatek 3000

machine tool controller for 3D free-form machining [EUCLID-83b, EUCLID-

861.

Another deficiency of conventional sculptured surface part production

is that tool and part set-up values for the machining have to be known in

advance, well before the actual machining. There is nothing wrong with

selecting the tool type and specifying the fixturirrg during the machining

planning stage (actually, that should be part of the machining planning), but

this selection should only be nominal. The actual values should be able to

vary, as tools are sharpened repeatedly, inserts replaced, or different tools of

the same nominal size are used, and parts fixtured on the machine tool

without high precision. The minute deviations from the nominal values

should be identified just before the actual cutting, and compensated for

during the machining.

Many researchers have suggested and reported on moving

postprocessing down to the machine tool level [Kochan-g3, pond-gS,

Broomhead-861. Unfortunately, this can not be done under the present
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circumstances for free-form machining, as the CL file does not have

information in it on the contact point between the tool and the part. The CL

file only describes the trajectory of the tool end point. When one machines

parts with non sculptured surfaces, the contact point is known, and the tool

compensation can be applied at the machine tool. There is an ongoing effort

to overcome this problem for sculptured surface machining as well. The

proposed solution is to include surface normal information in the CL file

[ISO-91]. This would allow for the calculation of the contact point between the

tool and the part, and hence for the run time tool offset calculation in the

machine tool controller.

The sequence of line segments describing the sculptured surface tool

path is only positionally continuous, the direction of the individual lines

follow the surface. At the knot points, if the tool followed the path accurately,

the acceleration of the motion would be infinite. In practice, this could bring

about jerky motion of the machine tool, resulting in unwanted vibration,

rough surface finish on the part, and excessive wear and tear in the machine

tool. Machine tool operators routinely prevent this from occuring by reducing

the machining speed. Realizing these problems, Qian suggests to calculate the

line segments and feed speeds according to the geometry (curvature) of the

tool path and dynamic features of the machine tool [Qian-93].

Yet another problem with conventional sculptured surface machining

is that maintaining the machining speed accurately is a challenging task. At 3-

axis machining, a ball nose cutter is employed. The contact point with the part

where the actual cutting takes place, moves around the sphere end of the tool.

In the NC commands, the end point of the tool is programmed and the speed
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of the tool path refers to this point. When machining parts whose curvature

is comparable to the radius of the tool, the speed of the contact point could

change quite dramatically. With S-axis machining, where the contact point

does not change much, the speed programmed in the NC line does not

represent the machining speed. Here the reason is that the part is being

rotated to keep the proper tool orientation angle, and the tool has to move

just to follow that point. Consequently, the programmed speed does not

represent the relative, tool to part speed, i.e. the actual surface traversal

(machining) speed.

In conclusion, it can be seen that the production of free-form parts

would be best done in a system consisting of three layers: design,

manufacturing planning and machining. For such a solution, a machine tool

controller that understands surface geometric information as well as

machining commands and generates the tool path directly on the surface

would provide the machining layer. This would lead to an optimal task

distribution among the layers with reduced amount of data. The machining

would require reduced set-up time, and would result in parts with better

finish than those of existing free-form machining practices.

2.2 Literature Survey

It was seen from the previous chapter, that present practices for

producing parts with sculptured surface have many deficiencies. The

problems are well known, and remedies are proposed from many directions.
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In this Chapter, existing solutions for tool path generation for free-

form shapes are reviewed and evaluated from the standpoint of addressing

the previously discussed obstacles. The assessment covers commercial and

experimental systems as well as research relating to individual fields of

sculptured surface machining.

2.2.L Review of Existing Solutions

There are many ways to generate trajectories for machining sculptured

surfaces. The easiest approach from a system designers' standpoint is when

the trajectories are approximated by line segments, and the calculations are

done off-line. This is what most CAD/CAM systems do; the machining

modules generate the approximating line segments for the surface

machining. Alternatively, higher degree curves can be generated in the

controller itself. This can be done in different ways: doing the approximation

of the curves with line segments in real-time and executing them or

calculating the direct movements for the curves and doing away with the

run-time approximation. Existing solutions employ these techniques and

their variations.

The early interpolators of numerical controllers were based on the

principle of digital differential analyzers (DDA) [Sizer-68]. A DDA is basically

the hardware solution of discretized differential equations. DDAs provided

reasonable solutions for generating line and arc segments in the early NC

controllers. Implementation was in hardware, using only ternary increments
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(+1, 0, -1). Calculations such as multiplications and additions could be

implemented in a very simple manner using only serial arithmetic. With

increments different than ternary, more complex arithmetic is required.

Theoreticaily curves of higher degrees could also be generated, but the DDA

has its limitations which are more relevant at generating solutions for higher

degree equations. DDAs are basically incremental devices, so the error

accumulates during the calculations. The resolution of the data

representation has to be selected in such a way that the accumulated error

would still be less than the allowed value, even at the end of the longest path

segment. Generating the same curve with increased resolution also meant

the increase in the computational speed required. Continued development

work on the DDA ensures that it still provides an attractive alternative for

path generation in simple (by today's standards) machine tool controllers

[Lim-92]. Qin and Bin has extended the DDA interpolator, so that it now also

generates circular arcs in the space, not just in the main planes tein-901.

With the advent of microcomputers, designers of numerical

controllers started to implement the interpolation functions in software.

These solutions draw heavily from algorithms used for controlling

peripheral devices for computers like plotters and displays. These algorithms

focused on generating mostly arc segments and lines, and never looked at the

problems of generating trajectories for sculptured surfaces IBresenham-65,

Danielsson-70, Bergren-7l, Papaioannou-76, orban-80a, Orban-8Ob, okamoto-

80, Masory-9Z, Chikurov-841. Wittr the arrival of digitat signal processors,

which brought increased computing power and floating point arithmetic, the
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number of axes couid be extended, and more precise control of the speed

profile of the interpolation could be realized [Kim-91].

Several researchers looked at generating curves more general than the

line and arc segments. Enlin describes an algorithm suitable for numerically

controlled machines for higher order curve generation [Enlin-82]. The

interpolation of the higher order curve is performed by the interpolation of

straight lines which are in the tangential directions of the points on the

curve. The aigorithm is presented for third order curves. By selecting proper

scaling, the calculations need only integer arithmetic. This solution lends

itself well to hardware implementation. A weak point of the method is the

variation of the speed along the path, depending on the trajectory. The author

also described the extension of the algorithm for the generation of 4-th order

curves.

Robot controllers were the first to use higher order curves for

trajectory generation. For anthropomorphous robots, where the kinematics of

the manipulator resembles a human arm (trunk, shoulder, elbow, wrist
joints), the individual joints are controlled by complex trigonometric

functions of the end coordinate. These joint coordinates are calculated

according to the inverse kinematics of the manipulator [Paul-81, Snyder-85].

The joints, which have to move according to these trigonometric functions,

are controlled with spline functions. The spline functions approximate the

trigonometric joint trajectories. The end coordinate trajectory is divided up

into segments, and at the segment points with the inverse kinematics, the

individual joint coordinates are calculated. Through these joint coordinates,

splines are constructed. Using third order splines, smooth acceleration of the
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joints can be achieved [Lin-82, Edwall-82]. the accuracy of the trajectory

generated depends on the number of intermediate points selected and on the

path itself. There are two main strategies to implement the spline based path

generation for the robots. In the first case, the intermediate points and the

spline parameters are defined off-line, in advance, and the controller merely

reproduces the trajectory. In the other strategy ail the calculations are executed

run-time. In this case, the trajectory can be modified on-line, adapting to the

robots' changing environment. The first case requires less real-time

computational efforts due to the off-line processing. The second solution

provides more flexibility for the robot, allowing for real-time path

modification with sensory input. Laflamme reported on a real-time

implementation of the polynomial joint control for robots [Laflamme-85].

The solution used a master-slave architecture. The spline parameters were

calculated in the master unit real-time and interpolating the trajectory was

done by the slave processors. The robotic application was intended for

polishing parts with sculptured surfaces, such as turbine blades.

Sata et.al. were the first to report on a system that machines sculptured

surfaces with a true, real-time, higher degree interpolation method [Sata-8l].

The "intelligent controller" they implemented does 3D machining on Bézier

surfaces with ball nose cutters. Their solution is to implement an interpolator

that generates third order Bézier curves. The control points of the curve are

passed on to the controller for the path generation. The expression for the

Bézier curve is turned into an incremental form. By carefully selecting the

parameter step size, the expression can be calcuiated by simple additions and

shift operations. The size of the selected step also defines the error bound for
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the approximated expression. Sata uses two methods for the tool path

calculation. In the first case, the tool path is generated on an offset surface.

The surface machining is done along parameter lines. In this case, the tool

path reduces to a simple third degree Bézíer curve. This method is not

feasible if the offset surface is not readily available when the shape of the part

is already given. In this case, the authors prefer the tool compensation within

the controller. For generating the tool offsets, they calculate the surface

normals and offset points at 76 by 1,6 mesh points in the u, v parameter space.

These points are simply connected with straight lines for the tool path. If this

solution does not give the required accuracy, they suggest a hybrid method,

where locally, in the region of question, a Bézier patch is constructed from the

offset points, and the tool path is generated on that offset patch. Their

experimental set-up consisted of a VAX 77/780 for the basic calculations for

the tool path generation and an 8-bit microcomputer doing the real-time

calculations and driving a conventional 3-axis machine tool with its
controller in the Behind Tape Reader (BTR) mode.

In 1986, the same research group reported on the progress of the project

IHaapaniemi-86]. Keeping the same principles as before Isata-g1],

improvements are made in the hardware implementation, better user

interface and utilities are provided for the machine tool operator. The

controller implementation is a multiprocessor architecture with color

monitor operator's panel. Utilities help the operator to verify the tool path by

simulation and collision checking.

Researchers at the Computer and Automation Institute in Hungary

have been developing and documenting an integrated system for sculptured
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surface Part Production since the late seventies [Renner-78, Gaal-8l, Varady-

82, Hermann-84a, Hermann-84b, Flermann-88]. The system developed is a

comprehensive CAD/CAM system with geometric design, machining

planning, and optional machine tool controller modules. The CAD system is

a surface based modeler, allowing for several kind of curve and surface

creation methods: Ferguson, B-spline,'Renner and a heuristic algorithm were

implemented. The underlying uniform surface representation is done by

bicubic Coons patches. The technological modules include a Z.SD roughing

processor and 3-axis and S-axis finishing processors. One of the options of the

system is a CNC controller that generates higher order curves in real-time.

The controller is the extension of a "conventional" CNC controller with a

hardware DDA interpolator. A preprocessor is added to the system, which

interprets the higher order curve descriptions and approximates them by line

segments in real-time. The interpolator of the CNC executes the

approximating line segments, thus generating the higher order curves. The

input language of the controller was expanded, adding new G-codes for the

description of B-spline vertices and knot points. The researchers

demonstrated the operation of the system in 2D on a lathe machine. For the

3D milling machine controller, a multiprocessor architecture was planned. It

is interesting to note that for the 3D surface machining run-time collision

checking was also pianned.

The first commercial offering of the sculptured surface machining

technology, an integrated CAD/CAM system with a CNC controller executing

higher order curves, was offered by the Swiss FIDES company [EUCLID-83a,

EUCLID-83b, EUCLID-961. Their EUCLID/ozEl-or system is the producr of a
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consortium, the cooperation of a manufacturing research institute, a system

house, and a controller manufacturer. The EUCLID CAD system provides the

interactive toois for the designers to manipulate and modify the design.

Internally, the system is based on Bézier curve and surface representation.

The OZELOT postprocessor and controller represents the CAM part of the

system. The machining module produces 3-axis tool path for the special

controller. The geometric features of the patches are passed on to the

controller, and the tool path is given in the parameter plane. The authors

claim about 5 - 15 times reduction in NC program length, 60vo NC

programming time savings, including tool path verification and set-up time.

The OZELOT controller itself is based on the NUMATEK 3000 CNC. The

architecture includes individual bit-stice processors for each axis for

positional control and fine interpolation, a processor for coordinating the

work of the axis processors, and another processor with a floating point

accelerator to preprocess the input commands. With this multiprocessor

architecture the controller has a 0.2 msec servo sampling time, and a 10 - 40

msec block processing time.

Stripling describes the HECTRAN system for S-axis machining of

hydrodynamically engineered rotors lstripling-8l]. Though the system does

all the processing off-line, it addresses all the problems associated with tool

path generation for free-form shapes. The design of the shapes are based on

the hydrodynamic equations of fluid flow. The digitized surface data

describing the airfoil or blade sections for various types of rotor and stator

configurations and for the blade tip and the hub are sorted in an orderly

sequenced storage file. The cutter offset processor produces cutter offset
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normal to the blade surface for the different tools. Machining can be done

along or between sfreamlines. Optimum cutter sizes and lengths are selected

from a standard cutter table while maintaining a protection or collision shield

around the rotor or stator configuration. The universal post processor

translates the tool path and cutter offsets to S-axis NC tapes. With this system

the authors claim that the process allows the machining of one-of-a-kind

rotors at cycle times and costs normally associated with production type

operations.

Duncan and Mair describe a unique method of machining sculptured

surfaces [Duncan-83]. The method is called polyhedral machining, as the

surface to be machined is approximated by a multifaceted non-regular

polyhedron. The method of creating a faceted surface from random points

was originally developed for mapping ocean floors [Taylor-7l]. This also

explains the shortcoming of the surface description method, where surfaces

are represented as one valueci functions, z = f(x, y), which means, that no

undercuts can be modeled with the system. The machining is done by

touching the surface successively with ball nose cutters of decreasing

diameters, similarly to the "pointing" sculpting method human sculptors

use. The method inherently includes interference checking, the tool can sink

only as deep into the part that none of the faucets would be undercut. The

machining strategy includes touching all the triangles either in a zig-zag

motion or along linear paths. The advantage of the system is that very simple

machinery is required, only one continuous path controlled axis is needed,

while the other two only need positional control. The original
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implementation by the authors was an off-line solution. A PC based version

of the system was commercially available.

Kochan et al. describe the elements of a system for designing and

producing parts with sculptured surfaces [Kochan-83]. Their solution is a

three Iayer system, consisting of design, production planning, and

manufacturing. NC tape preparation for the machining is done by z.SD

roughing processor, and 2.5D,3D and 5D contouring. The authors also suggest

an improved data flow in the production by moving the postprocessing

functions into the NC controller. They also propose technological and

geometric input information for the controller.

Broomhead and Edkins describe the real-time generation of NC control

blocks at the machine tool [Broomhead-86]. Their main motivation for the

system is the reduction of paper tape (information) passed to the controller.

The system developed implements 3-axis machining on surfaces described by

Béziei-patches. Instead of tool path increments, the control polygon of the

patches are Passed to the controller. Machining is done along parameter lines.

The step size in the forward direction is based on forward tolerance bands,

while the sideways step size is based on the sideward tolerance, on the cusp

height between the consecutive tool paths. Utilities exist to evaluate the

surface beforehand for machinability, curvature, and undercut for each patch.

There is also a roughing processor for machining the blanks before final

contouring. The system implementation includes a microcomputer with a

floating point coprocessor feeding a conventional NC controller in the BTR

mode. Their actual machining tests have shown a tenfold information

reduction for the surface machining.
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Loney and Ozsoy describe an integrated system for machining of free-

form surfaces based on CAM-I's CASPA (Computer Aided Sculptured pre-

APT) system [Loney-87]. The enhancements include an interactive front end

and increased flexibility in surface machining. The machining modules

include a roughing processor and a 3D contouring package. The contouring is

done on parameter lines, where the forward step is based on chordal

deviation and side step is based on scallop height calculations. The off-line

implementation was on DEC vAX computers and graphics terminals.

Kim and Kwangsoo describe an integrated approach for sculptured

surface design and manufacture [Kim-88, Kwangsoo-gg]. Kim's method for

machining the free-form shapes is to approximate the parametric space

curves by a sequence of linear tool paths for ball nose cutters. The algorithm

optimizes the cutter movements by minimizing the number of intermediate

points while the approximated curves stay within the specified tolerance. The

calculations are based on the normal and tangent vectors and the radius of

curvature of the surface at the contact point. Their implementation of the

system was on an IBM Personal Computer, running off-line.

Dean and Dow describe a versatile controller for 3D machining. [Dean-

881. The controller is distinctive in that it can produce complex lines and

surfaces without a postprocessor or a computer, often from a small input. The

path generator unit of the controller interpolates line segments and arcs in

general orientation, not only in the main planes. The input language of the

controller uses BASIC, and the arithmetic capabitities of the language can be

used for calculating the tool path on complex shapes. Implementation was on

an Intel single board computer enhanced with a numeric data processor.

na
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Recently the US Government has initiated a project to develop the

Next Generation machine/workstation Controller (NGC), which is part of a

wider effort to revitalize the US machine tool industry [Barnes-9l]. The

program is to develop and validate a Specification for an Open System

Architecture Standard (SOSAS) for a family of workstation/machine

controllers. The specification will include system specification, module

specification and a neutral manufacturing language specification. Among

others, the NGC will have "advanced schemes of interpolation such as

parabolic and non-uniform B-splines in addition to conventional linear and

circular modes". Details are sketch|, as the project is classified.

As part of the NGC project, researchers at New York University have

been working on an open architecture controller called Mosaic TMOSAIC-9g1.

The goal of the NYU researchers is to design a controiler that even the first

part produced on the machine tool would be right, without much human

expertize and oversight. The system would have five software layers:

machine applications at the lowest level to interface with the hardware and

with dedicated controllers, control applications for motion control and

sensory information Processing, planning applications for motion planning

of complex shapes and for providing for adaptive control in real-time, the

language layer to process input information, and the graphics user interface.

The system architecture of Mosaic is based on UNIX workstations running a

real-time kernel system, with VME bus extensions to contain the dedicated

hardware. Efforts included expert systems for part alignment and for set-up

planning and fixturing. Limited adaptive machining strategies have also been
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implemented. Plans included the addition of other sensors and on-line

compensation for the machine dynamics.

Huang and Yang further refined the theory of parametric spline

interpolators [Huang-9Za, Huang-92b]. Their contribution is to develop a

general methodology that eliminates the speed variation problem associated

with spline interpolators based on chord length parameterization. Their

solution to the speed variation question is to include the curve speed - curve

parameter relationship into the calculations. They have carried out

simulations and comparisons for 3-rd degree spline curves that prove the

superior performance of their interpolation method compared to the others.

A detaiied analysis of their spline interpolator can be found in [yang-94].

Bedi and Quan describe a B-spline interpolator for NC machines [Bedi-

921. The tool path is given as a 3-rd degree curve, with the control vertices

passed to the interpolator. First the control vertices of the cubic polynomial

coefficients are calculated for uniform knot sequences. Ther, the cubic

segments are aPproximated by line segments with an iterative technique. The

implementation is done in two stages: a rough and a fine interpolator. The

solution is running on a PC - Transputer based multiprocessor platform.

Chungwatana et. al. present a methodology for the generation of

machining instructions directly from the CAD model of the mechanical

components consisting of NURBS based sculptured surfaces lChungwatana-

921. The off-line system includes the modeler, path planner for rough cutting

and finishing, module for selecting the technological parameters, and a

simulator. In the process, first the sculptured surface CAD model is analyzed,

using geometric reasoning algorithm, to select the proper tool for the rough
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machining and finishing operations. Cutter path are then generated to ensure

satisfactory surface quality while optimizing the total machining time. The

machining Parameters are selected based on mechanical dynamics models,

analyzing vibration, chatter, and tool deflection. Before the NC code is
finalized, a machining simulation model verifies the correctness of the NC

commands.

Chen et. al. describe a system to machine sculptured surfaces [Chen-93].

Their solution is to move the planning and NC processor module into the

controller. The tool path is generated for 3-axis machining in a novel way.

First the tool path is generated on an offset surfaces for all patches. Then the

tool paths are sorted and checked for gauging. Finally, the tool path

trajectories are sent to the interpolator for execution. An interesting feature of

the solution is that the part geometry is passed to the controller in IGES form.

The system is implemented on a Multibus II based multiprocessor platform.

The proposed system described by Suzuk and his colleagues [Suzuk-93]

generates the tool path in real-time. In fact, it also moves the complete

planning tasks into the controller itself. They are using roughing and

finishing Processors. The tool path generation is based on the inverse offset

method. The advantage of this method is the inherent collision checking in

the tool path generation, and the computational efficiency [sakuta-91]. For

this processing the team used a parallel, Transputer processor based hardware

architecture. The resultant 3-axis tool path is passed along to a conventional

linear interpolator. Recognizing the disadvantages of the line segment

approximation of the sculptured surface tool path, the researchers have also
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suggested and demonstrated a spline interpolator for driving the servo

ampiifiers. That demonstration also utilized 3-axis machining.

Other approaches to reduce the size of the tool path data for sculptured

surfaces were proposed by Piegl [piegl-86J and Meek and Walton [Meek-93].

These solutions approximate the tool path by G0 (piegl) or Gl (Meek and

Walton) arc splines. G0 arc splines afe continuous curves, composed of arcs

and line segments, G1 arc splines have continuous tangents. yeung and

Walton applied the method [Yeung-94] to generate the arc splines from an

overdetermined set of points and experimentally verified the improvements

to the machining process as well as the surface quality of the machined part.

As NC machines are able to generate arc segments directly in the main planes,

this method is applicable where the tool path is given in a main plane (lathe

machines, sheet metal processing, flame and laser cutters, etc.).

Shpitalni et. ø1. have studied real-time curve interpolators in their

paPer [Shpitalni-94]. They have proposeci two curve interpolators: one for

curves given in an implicit form, the other for parametric curves. For the

parametric curves they proposed the same speed control method as Huang

and Yang.

Kiritsis describes a parametric curve interpolator with incremental

steps [Kiritsis-94]. The algorithm implements a search algorithm to find the

closest neighbor on the grid (the grid representing the basic length of unit
(BLU) of the machine tool). The search is guided by the direction of the curve

and the distance between the curve and a grid point. The speed control is

implemented by introducing delays between the calculations.
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Siemens in 7994 commerciaily introduced their 840 series high end

CNC controllers with a spline interpolator [siemens-94]. The interpolator

generates 3-rd degree NURBS curves. The tool path can be given either as a

spline with the control points specified, or conventionally, as a series of line

segments. Internally, the CNC only uses the NURBS based spline

interpolator. In case of the line segment programming, the controller looks

ahead and compresses the line segments into 3-rd degree NURBS in real-time

and executes the splines. The controller itself does not have the geometrical

description of the part to be machined, only the tool path, the trajectory of the

tool end point is given in the NURBS form.

2.2.2 Ev aluation of Existing Solutions

Section 2.2.7 is a review of the literature relevant to the path

generation for NC controllers and for parts with sculptured surfaces. The

citations covered solutions from methods and modules of path generators,

which would be physicaily part of the controller, to complete systems, which

prepare the data for the part production. Though the title of this research and

the thesis refers to an actual path generator of a controller, the review of

complete systems is well justified, as parts of the functionality of off-line

systems have to be moved into or performed by the advanced path generator.

The review compiled above is mostly from research papers. The

information available on the internal workings and implementation issues
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of existing commercial controllers is far and few between, they are treated as

trade secrets by the companies.

Current commercial and research CAD/CAM systems allow for

scuiptured surface machining lstripling-B'!, varady-g2, Duncan-g3, Kochan-g3

Loney-87, Kim-88, Kwangsoo-88, Chungwatana-921. The solutions apply off-

line data processing for the tool' path generation. This has all the

disadvantages of being too complex and producing a huge amount of data as

discussed earlier. On the other hand, there is also a tendency to move the

design and planning functions into the controller, helped by the ever

increasing and cheaply available computing power. Industry have been

offering NC systems for some time that include design and planning systems

on the same platform [Sharnoa-9l, Yellowley-94]. From the point of view of

system design, this is nothing more than packaging: the same interfaces are

present between the layers as at off-line systems. Nonetheless, this an

improvement froin the users point of view, the inter-operation between the

layers and modules are sorted out, and last but not least, the user only has to

deal with one system provider.

The systems which provide real-time higher order curve generation,

usually do it in a pre-processing fashion: the actual tool path still consists of

line segments, and the approximation is done run-time. That means that the

functionality of the interpolator has not improved in the controller, except

that the task of interpreting the higher order curves got off-loaded to a

preProcessor. The coupling between the preprocessor and the path generator

can be tight, in which case the preprocessor is part of the controller

[Hermann-84b, Euclid-86, Haapaniemi-86, Bedi-92, suzuk-93], or it could be
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ioosely coupied, where the preprocessor is not part of the confroller, and the

controller is driven in the "behind tape reader" mode [Sata-8l, Broomhead-

861.

The above systems, which do run-time higher order curve generation,

do it only for 2-axis and 3-axis control; S-axis solutions are only implemented

with off-line data processing.

The other problem with the higher order curve interpolation is that

the curve still describes the trajectory of the tool end point, and not the

contact point. This shortcoming is equally true for commercial controllers

[Siemens-94) as well as for research papers and methods discussing higher

order curve interpolators [Enlin-82, Bedi-92, Huan g-92, Kiritsis-94, Shpitalni-

94, Yang-941. This already allows for the reduction of the data sent to the

controller; the tool path described by spline segments are more compact than

the same path described with line segments, but correction for changes in tool

size and part placement can not be implemented with this method. The speed

of the machining might also vary, as not the speed of the contact point, but

the speed of the tool end point is controlled. None of the systems described

addressed this question fully and satisfactorily.

To reap the full benefits of advanced path generation, not only the tool

path, but the Part geometry has to be known to the controller as well. The

systems which had the part geometry available at the controller [Broomhead-

86, Chen-93, Suzuk-931 were systems where the planning/path generation was

moved to the controlier, but the interpolator still generated line segments.

Reviewing the existing solutions, it can be concluded that most of the

problems mentioned in Chapter 2 have been addressed, but not all of them
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solved. There is still a need for a method in path generation that deals with

all of the problems discussed and not only with some. In this thesis, in

Section 2 of Chapter 4, in the System Description, the requirements for such

an advanced path generator are outlined, and in the consecutive chapters, the

problems answered in detail.
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3 Foundations of Sculptured Surface Machining

In this chapter the background information that is being used during

the discussion of the Advanced Path Generator is presented.

Section 1 offers a mathematical discussion on Geometric Modeling, on

the different curve and surface description methods, and on reiated

calculations, while Section 2 summarizes the different machining strategies

that are being used in sculptured surface machining.

3.1 Geometric Modeling

Three kinds of computer aided geometric modeling systems have been

developed for use by industry: one based on curves, another one based on

surfaces, and the third one using solids. The objects are usually entered

interactively at a graphics workstation and then converted into the internal

representations by the design systems. The internal representation of the

geometric objects progressed through these stages together with the ever

increasing complexity and functionality of the evolving CAD/CAM systems

lGoldman-871.

wire-frame models represent an object's bounding edges with

interconnected lines. Introduced on CAD systems in the late 60's, they were

the predominant modeling method. They required little computational

power to create and manipulate the objects, and the modeis could be

constructed with ease. Wire-frame models lend themselves well to 2D

applications, such as designing and drafting of flat parts. The wire-frame
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representation has severe iimitations. It is incomplete since surfaces, solid,

and void sPaces are not represented in the computer and can often be

interpreted to represent more than one object. Also, representation can be

ambiguous. Moreover, wire-frame models of complex 3D objects often

become too crowded and confusing to the user.

Surface models overcome many of these limitations by completely

defining an object's surface. The capacity to define contoured surfaces makes

surface modelers extremely useful where complex 3D geometries must be

defined. Flowever, surface models do not convey information about the

interior of the object. The model does not specify which side of the surface is

solid and where it is void. The modeling does not guarantee that the surfaces

bound completely a solid object. The user must keep track of the structure of

the model when performing cross-sectioning, interference checking, or other

engineering applications.

A solid model contains enough information to decide if a point lies

inside, outside, or on the surface of an object. This is the feature that

distinguishes the solid modeler from the surface modeler. From a solid

model, one can readily compute mass properties, study internal details, and it
can serve as a starting point for structural analysis. In other words, a solid

model always represents a valid, realizable object. In contrast, wire-frame and

surface models can represent physically impossible objects as well.

Many techniques have been developed for generating and storing

computer models of solid objects. The most important and popular

representations are the constructive solid geometry (CSG) and the boundary

representations (B-rep) models [Wilson-87].
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In constructive solid geometry, complex objects are built by performing

Boolean operations on a fixed collection of simple primitives. The primitives

usually include several solids with simple features like boxes, cylinders,

spheres, tori, etc., but primitives with more complicated surfaces can also be

incorporated into these systems. By performing the Boolean operations of
union, difference, and intersection, an unlimited variety of parts can be

constructed. The internal representation of the object in CSG is a binary tree

where the nodes are the operations and the leaves are the primitives.

In the boundary representation the solid is described by each of its
bounding entities and their relations to each other, the surfaces, edges, and

vertices. The information stored in this case is much more complex and more

expensive to compute and store, but it allows more flexibility to the designer.

Commercial systems usually support both representations, keeping it
transparent from the user and providing the added flexibility [Klein-84].

Due ttr the complexity of the software of solid modeling systems, the

incorporation of sculptured surfaces has been slow. This is fortunately

changing, and free-form surfaces are now making their way into solid

modeling systems [sarraga-83, Kimura-83, chiyokura-8g, Goldman-gz].

3.1.L Surface Representation

A surface in computer aided design is described by a two variable

vector-scalar function.
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r = r(u, v)

(3.1)

or in detail:

r = x(u,v) i + y(u,v) j + z(u,v) k

(3.2)

By using this parametric description, the representation is invariant to

the coordinate system selected, and translation, rotation and other

transformations can easily be described by matrix multiplications. This vector-

scalar description can be considered as a one to one mapping between the u, v

parameter space and a three dimensional surface patch.

As engineering surfaces are far too corirplicated to be described by a

single surface patch, they are made up of a set of piecewise patches. The

patches are connected to each other with the required degree of continuity.

In order to investigate the properties of the different surface description

methods, it is best to start with the underlying curve scheme. The extension

of the curves into surfaces is a generalization of the single parameter curve

description into a two parameter vector-scalar function.
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3.1.2 Space Curves

There are many ways to specify a curve in the space through a set of

points. Curve generation can be classified into two main groups with respect

to the points used to define the curves. The first group is interpolation, where

the curve goes through the data points, and the points are actualiy part of the

curve. In the other case, which is called approximation, the curve just follows

the points to a given degree. Here, the points just guide the general shape of

the curve, and are usually not part of the curve.

Both methods of curve definition have applications for which they are

best suited. Commercial CAD systems usually support several methods of

curve and surface generation, and it is up to the designer to use the most

appropriate one.

3.1..2 Jl, Cubic Splines

In many industries, such as ship, automotive and aircraft building, the

final, full shape dravrings used to be done by lofting. This is the process where

the shape is given by a narrow and long elastic strip, called a spline, fixed to

the specified data points. The form of the mathematical spline is derived

from its physical counterpart. For small deflections, the shape of the curve

between two points, p(tl) and p(tz), can be described by a third order

polynomial expression [Rogers-90] :
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4

p(r) : Ie, tt-t
i:1

tl <=t<=t2

(3.3)

where p(t) is a point on the

coefficients in 3D.

Writing it out:

curve at parameter value t and B1 are the

p(t)=81 +82t+83t2+BaÉ t1 (=t<=t2

(3.4)

This equation describes the curve between two points. A full curve,

going through several points, can be described by piecewise segments of such

splines.

A spline with rlegree r can be made continuous of order r-1 at each

joint' The coefficients of the spline can be calculated from the boundary

conditions for each segment. For simplicity, the parameter value of a segment

is limited between t¡ and t¡a1:

tk (= t (= tk+l

The selection of the parameter value tk+l has an effect on the

smoothness of the curve, which is a concern for the design function.

The curve of the k-th segment can be written in a matrix form:
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Pt(t) : [ 1 t-t¡ (t-t*¡2 (t-t*¡3 ] tk (: L (= tk+1

(3.s)

(3.8)

at* : !!Lk+1 Lk

(3.e)

Brr
Bz:.
Bsr
Ba¡

the

The coefficients for

foilowing equations:

Brx = Pk

Bzr

B3k : 3 (Pr+r-Px) -2P;(¿.n)' atx

the cubic spline of the k-th segment are given by

(3.6)

(3.7)

- Ei"t
Âtr

Bqr - 2 (Pk - Pk+1) * P* * Pi*,
a^ 

(¡.*)' (¡.*)' (¿.*)"

where Pk, Pk+1, and P¡', Pt+t' are the points and the tangent vectors at

the joints. By substituting and rearranging the expressions:
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Px (t) : I r. (t) Ez ß)

where

Fs (t) F¿ (t) l

P¡

Pt+r

P¡

Pr*r

0<:T(:1

t=(t-tr)/aç
F1(t)=2t3-3t2+7

Fz(t) = -2r3 +3t2

F3(t)=r(r2-2t+1) Afu

F¿(t)=rft2-r) 
^tk

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.72)

(3.13)

(3:14)

(3.1s)

The Fi(t) functions are also called the blending or weighting functions.

The Fi functions, which are based on the end points and the tangents at the

end points, are also known as the Hermite polynomials.

They can be written again in a matrix form:

Pt(t) : F G

(3.16)

where

F = [Fr(t) Fz(t) F¡(t) F+(t)]

(3.17)
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An alternate method for the tt spline segment parameter values is to
normalize the parameter interval for each segment:

0<=t<=1

This simplifies the expression for the blending functions, and the F
blending matrix can be further decomposed:

çT - [Pt Pt+t Pk' P¡a1']

F = T N: [t3t2t 1]

The matrix equation

following form:

(3.18)

(3.1e)

(3.20)

¿ -z 1

-33-2
001
100

1l
-1 

|

OI

0l

for the cubic spline can now be written in the

p(Ð=TNG

where G contains the geometric information about the curve.
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3.'1,.2.2 Bézier Curves

A Bézier curve is determined by a defining polygon, called the control

polygon. Mathematically a parametric Bézier curve in polynomial form is

given by:

ß.27)

where

tÎ = , r-d|-tl r = (Ï ) "t" the binomial coefficients,

(3.22)

b¡, i = 0, ..., r is the control polygon, and

0 < t < 1 istheparameter.

A geometric interpretation of the Bézier curve can be given by the de

Casteljau algorithm [Farin-93] which is basically a repeated linear

interpolation. Using the algorithm, the Bézier curve of degree n can be

expressed in a recursive way:

bi,' (t) = (1 t) bi,r-r (t) + t. bi+r,r-r (t) ; I = å; : :l_,
(3.23)

where

b¡,o(t) = 6¡ is the control polygon

b,, (r ) : Ë ai ti (r-t ) '-i bi
i=0
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bg"(t) = b"(t) is the point with parameter value t

bi,t(t) are the intermediate coefficients

The terms from equation (3.27)

eî ttl : cl ti (r - r)n - i ß.24)

are also known as the Bernstein polynomials. The Bézier curve with the

Bernstein polynomials is expressed as:

b,, (r) : Ë "î,., 
bi

i:0

The monomial form can be written in a concise matrix form:

b(t)=TMB,

where

T = [1, t,t2,..tn),

(3.2s)

(3.26)

ß.27)

BT = [bo, bt,..br,], (3.28)

and M is the Bézier matrix whose elements can be calculated as below:

Mi,j =(_r)r_i(;)(l)
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get

The derivative of a Bézier

the derivative, it is convenient

* o" t.r : + lË ui,.,dr dr \ñ

curve is needed for many calculations. To

to use the polynomial representation:

b,) Ëo, Ê "i,.,
(3.30)

Using the chain rule with the Bernstein polynomials the derivative is:

n-1
b.,(t) :nI(bi+r-bi) ei-1 (t)

i:0

d
dr

(3.31)

The derivative is another Bézier curve of degree n-1, where the control

points are the difference vectors of the original control points in the 3D space

[Pavlidis-82]. This curve is often called the hodograph of the original curve

IBézier-86].

3.1.2.3 B-splines

The Bézier curves are in essence vector-valued approximations with

the given points as coefficients and the family of functions of the Bernstein

polynomials as basis.
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Two features of the Bernstein basis functions limit the flexibility of the

resuiting curves. First, the number of vertices in the control polygon fixes the

degree of the resulting polynomial, and, hence, the degree of the curve. For

example, a cubic curve needs four vertices. Complex curves might need a

huge number of vertices to define them, and, consequently, the degree of the

curve will also be high.

The other disadvantage is that Bézier curves are global in nature.

Modifying a single vertex influences the whole shape of the curve.

By using B-spline basis functions the disadvantages of the Bézier

curves can be overcome. This was first investigated by Gordon and Riesenfeld

[Böhm-84]. ttre B-spline basis functions are a generalization of the Bernstein

polynomials, the Bernstein polynomials being a special case of them. The

basis functions are non global, they are non zero only on a range of parameter

values, associated with a vertex. The degree of the equation describing the

curve is also independent of the number of the vertices. The B-spline curve

of orderl k is given by:

b(r) Nt,* (t) k <= n+l

(3.32)

n{l-: Io,.
i:1

where

b¡ are points of the control

N¡,¡ is the i-th normalized

polygon,

B-spline basis function of order k

lUsually, for B-splines, order = dcgree + 1
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The basis function can be defined in a recursive way, suggested by de

Boor [Boor-78]:

Xi+k-l - Xi Xi+k - Xi+l

Ni,r (r) : { å åi^ä:J=.r 
( xi+r

(3.33)

The values of xi are elements of a knot vector in the t parameter space,

satisfying the relation xi <= xi+1.

The b(t) B-spline curve of order k and its derivatives of order 1,2,.. k-z
are all continuous over the entire curve. The derivative of a B-spline curve at

any point on the curve are obtained by formal differentiation:

n*1
-d- ¡tt) : L ¡, * Ni,r(t)drãdr

(3.34)

The differentiation of the basis function yields:

(3.3s)

As can be seen from the above expression, the derivatives of the B-

spiine curves are in terms of lower order B-splines.

* *r,*,t, = (k - 1) (
k-1

-1

N¡

j.*

(

::2(

=

Ni+t
xi+kL

)

;
ti r)

i+1
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The B-spline curves can also be represented in a matrix form:

b(t)=TMB,

(3.36)

where

T = [1, t, p,..tnl,

(3.37)

BT = [b0, bt,..bn], and

(3.38)

M is the B-spline matrix

The M B-spline matrix can easily be evaluated for uniform knot

sequences, where x¡ - x¡-1 - 1.

3.1.2.4 Rational B-spline curyes

Rational curve and surface descriptions were introduced into computer

graphics and computer aided design in the late sixties and evolved through

the seventies [Piegl-91]. Rational B-splines provide a single precise

mathematical form capable of representing the common analytical shapes:

lines, planes, conic curves including circles, free-form curves, and sculptured

surfaces. The nonuniform rational B-spline representation is a versatile

model, and, as a result, it is gaining popularity [Briere-92]. Nonuniform
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rational B-splines (NURBS) have been included in the Initial Graphics

Exchange Specification standard since 1983 [IGE$86].

A rational B-spline curve is the projection of a nonrational
(polynomial) B-spline curve, defined in four dimensional (4D) homogeneous

coordinate space, back into three dimensional (3D) physical space. The curve

in the 4D space is:

n+1

b'1t¡ = I oi Ni,:. (t)
i:1

(3.3e)

where

bw(Ð : [wx(t), wy(t), wz(t), w]T is the curve in the 4D space,

bf are the points of the control polygon in the 4D space,

Ni,t(t) are the B-spline basis functions of order k.

To get the 3D curve, the 4D curve has to be projected onto the plane

w = 1 in the 4D space. The mapping is done formally by dividing the wx(t),

wy(t), wz(t) coordinates by the w coordinate value [Rogers-90]. The rational B-

spline curve in the 3D space is given as follows:

n+1

I rt bi Ni,r (t) nr1
b(t) : j3 = I ot Ri,r (t)

n*1

I t, Ni,r (t) t-t
i:1

(3.40)
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here the bl's are the 3D control vertices, wi's are the weights associated

with the vertices and also fulfilling the condition wi >= 0 for all i. The terms

Ri,:. (t) =
wi Ni.r (t)

n*1

I *, Ni,¡ (t)
j:1

(3.41)

are the rational B-spline basis functions.

As can be seen, the rational B-splines are

nonrational B-spline curves. The nonrational B-spline

case of the rational ones, by having all weights w¡ = l.
The derivative of the rational B-spline curve

formally differentiating it:

a generalization of

curves are a special

can be obtained by

Rr r. (t)

(3.42)

-ù ¡tu - d
dt dr

**t,*(t) = *i
o.t'

9-¡¡r,*(t)dt

n*l-=Iut9
r-i Ot
I-I

/ n+IÍI
\ i:r

bi *r,n t.))

Differentiating the basis functions (3.41) with the chain rule yields:

n*1I (",
j:1

n*1
i.ri,r.(t)) - Ni,r(t) I *, ér¡t,*(t)

:-i Ot
J_L

I n+7 \z

{I ', ¡¡t,*(t)l
\t:i I

(3.43)
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3.1.3 Su¡faces

There are two main methods used by CAD systems to construct

surfaces from curves. One of them is bivariate blending, also called the

transfinite surface generation, producing Boolean sum patches. The other

method is the tensor-product surface generation [Böhm-ga].

3.L3.L Transfinite Surfaces

In the transfinite surface generation the surface is bivariately blended

between four boundary curves. This method was first suggested by Coons

[Coons-64].

Coons first used linear blending between the curves. This only gave C0

continuity between the patches despite the fact that the curves are C1

continuous. By using the Hermite cubic blending functions for creating the

surface, the adjacent patches will be Cl continuous. This surface is called the

Coons bicubic patch or the Hermite patch.

using normalized cubic splines, the four boundary curves p(u,0),

P(u,I), P(O,v), p(l,v) are given in the form:2

p(t)=TNG

(3.M)

2 The following material on Coons patches is taken from Rogers and Adam [Roger-901.
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where t becomes u or v, according to the boundary curves, N is the

blending matrix, as discussed earlier with respect to cubic splines, and G

contains the geometric information on the end points of the boundary

curves. Writing out the blending functions:

F=TN

Fr(t)=zê-g€+t

Fz(t) = -2ê +3*

F3(t)=F-zP+t

F¿(t) = ê -t2

The definition of the Coons bicubic patch is:

r(urv) = Fz (u) F: (u) Fa (u)

P(0r1) P.,(0r0)
P (1,1) Pv (1,0)

) P"(0rt) Pr.,(0r0)
) Pu(1r1) Puv(l_/0)

(3.4s)

(3.46)

(3.+z)

(3.48)

ß.4e)

I rr (.r)

[" to, ol
lP(1,0)
1",,(o,o
Lp,, ( t, o

lx
Pv (0, 1)
Pv(1/1)
P"" (0 

' 1)
Puv(l_r1)

Fr (v)
Fz (v)
Fs (v)
Fq (v)

(3.s0)

for0<=u(=1and0
more concise, matrix form:

r(u,v)=UNPNTV

<= v <= 1. This expression can also be written in

(3.s1)

where
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U=[u3u2u1],

(3.s2)

vT=[v3v2v1]

(3.s3)

and P contains the geometric information on the surface patch. p

is often called the hyper matrix, and it can be constructed from four 2 x 2

submatrices in the corner of P:

P=

corner
position
vectors

u
t angent
vectors

t angent
vectors

twist
vect.ors

The parametric derivatives at any point

by formally differentiating the matrix equation

on the surface

of the surface:

(3.s4)

can be obtained

(3.ss)

(3.s6)

(3.s7)

(3.s8)

ru(u,v) = IJ'N P NT V

rv(u,v)=UNPNTV'

r,rrr(u,v) = IJ'N P NT V'

rvrr(u,v)=UNPNTV"
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3.7.3.2 Tensor Product Polynomial Surfaces

The properties of tensor product surfaces can easily be deduced from

the properties of the underlying curve scheme. The most intuitive derivation

of tensor product surfaces is given by Böhm [Böhm-84]. Let

r(u) : Ë ", 
Fi(u)

i=0

(3.se)

be a 3D curve expressed in terms of basis functions F¡. Let this curve sweep

out a surface by moving it through space and also changing it along the way.

such a sweep can be described by letting each ci trace out a curve ci(v). Again,

ci(v) can be described in terms of G¡(v) basis functions:

m

ci (v) : I "t, i Gi (v)
a:l I

By substituting

product surface:

r (u, v) :ËË
i:0 j=0

= I"t
i:0

this into the expression of p(u) we get the

(v) Fi (u) ai. j Fi (u) Gi (v)

(3.60)

tensor

(3.61)
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Here the surface patch is described in terms of F(u) and G(v) basis

functions. These basis functions are independent of each other, and any of the

known functions can be used for the surface definition. The a¡,; coefficients

are the control points of the surface patch. These points should form an

orthogonal network of points.

Finding the tangent vectors of the surface patch in the u and v
direction is necessary to calculate the surface normal. It is done by forming the

partial derivatives with respect to u and v:

È*-: ri(å å",'j 
Fi(u) Gi(v)) = å å",,, 

4#l Gi(v)

ß.62)

âr (u, v)
-ã"

ai, j Fi (u)
\nm

ci(v) l= I >
/ i:o 1:o

= ,'{å å
(3.63)

The normal vector can be formulated as the cross product of the two

tangent vectors. The normal vector is needed for the various geometrical

calculations for further manipulation and processing of the surfaces

including computations of points on offset surfaces.
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3.2 Machining Strategies

So far, in Section 3.t on Geometric Modeling, the methods of shape

descriptions of a part were discussed. In this Section, different strategies will
be looked at to see how the tool can be moved on the surface of the part to be

machined.

Tool path generation is the process of producing motion commands to

move the tool for metal removal from the part. As mentioned previously,

during the review of the sculptured surface part production, the metal

removal consists of two stages: the roughing process and the finishing cut.

The roughing process is relatively simple from the tool motion point of view:

the tool moves along straight lines to remove as much material as efficiently

as possible. At the final contourinE, or finishing cut, the tool has to follow the

surface of the free-form shape with the required tolerance to produce the final

shape. FIere, in this thesis, the tool path generation for the final, or the

contouring cut of the machining is addressed.

There are several methods to cut a free-form shape on a machine tool

[Giessen-86a, Giessen-86b, Renner-78]. The simplest is 2.S-axis machining.

Here the tool follorvs isoheight contour lines in 2D, the third dimension is

used to set the height values. The orientation of the tool axis does not change

during machining. The shape of the tool end, which does the machining is a

sphere. The tool center point is moved on an offset surface. The contact point

between the tool and the part, where the cutting is taking place, does move

around the sphere as the normal of the part surface changes. As the contact

point varies along the tool path during machining, the machining efficiency,
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accuracy/ tolerance and machining time are all effected. The main advantage

of this technology is that it requires a simple machine tool with only two axis

necessitating continuous positional control. These days the significance of
this technique is diminishing as multiple axis motion control systems are

getting more affordable.

3-axis contouring is more widespread. This is very much like 2.S-axis

machining, except in this case, the tool follows a generat path in three

dimension around the part. The contact point between the tool and the part

still changes continuously, as the surface normal varies along the tool path.

This technique also has the same disadvantages as the 2.5D machining

because of the similarly fixed tool axis orientation, although to a lesser degree,

as a more general tool path can be defined in 3D, minimizing the contact

point variation [Renner-78]. Another drawback of 3D machining is that

usually several different part set-ups are required to machine the part fully,

because of the limited access of the tool to the part.

S-axis machining eliminates most of the problems associated with 2.5-

and 3-axis machining: the tool orientation changes, and it is kept usually in a

constant relation to the surface normal of the part during machining. The

contact point between the tool and the part does not change along the tool

path, the tool is always cutting with high efficiency. Also, the number of set-

ups is reduced due to the extra degrees of freedom. Despite the requirements

for more complex machinery, the popularity of S-axis machining is increasing

due to its advantages: higher accuracy, better surface finish, reduced setup

time, reduced fixturing and tooling costs, reduced machining time and, in
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general/ a better quality product [Giessen-86c, Wildish-86, Khalil-87, Rolls-

Royce-87, Schultz-931.

4-axis contouring is also

computational point of view,

contact point on the tool close

of required part set-ups. The

symmetrical parts.

used. This is basically 3-axis machining from a

with an extra degree of freedom to keep the

to the optimal value and to reduce the number

main area of 4D machining is cutting axially
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4 Advanced Tool Path Generation

In this part of the dissertation, the results of the research are presented.

Section 1 develops the mathematics for the various tool path generation

methods which is fundamental to the design of the advanced path generator.

In Section 2, the detailed specification for the advanced path generator is

given. It also includes a discussion about the specification, while Section 3

provides the details of the real-time advanced tool path generation.

4.1 The Mathematics of Tool Path Generation

The surfaces, as seen in the previous chapters, are described by two-

parameter vector-scalar functions:

r = r(u,v) (4.1)

The tool path on the surface is

The tool path is first defined in the

general t parameter (4.2), then it
Mathematically expressed:

u:u(t),v=v(t),and

the specification of the surface traversal.

u/ v parameter space as a function of a

is mapped into the 3D space (4.J).

(4.2)

r=r(u(t),v(t))=r(t)
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From these tool path coordinates on the surface, together with the

knowledge of the geometry of the tool and the kinematics of the machine

tool, the coordinates to control the machine axes has to be devised. In the

following sections the mathematics and calculations for 3- and S-axis

machining are developed, that are fundamental to tool path generation.

4.1.L 3-axis Tool Path Generation

3D machining employs a ball

is the feature that can be controlled

surface. Figure. 4.1.

nose cutter. The tool center point, which

by the NC machine, moves on an offset

Figure 4.1. 3-axis tool path.

ro(t)
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The movement of the tool center point can be described as follows:

ro(t) = r(t) + N(t) R;

Where r(t) is the tool path on

unit vector and R is the tool radius.

follows:

(4.4)

the 3D surface, N(t) is the surface normal

The surface normal can be expressed as

r,, x r,,N(t) = -ï,
H

n : lr,, x "J * 0, u = u(t), v: v(t)

(4.s)

where ru/ rv are the partial derivatives of r with respect to u and v:

ðr ðrru = ã;, tlr = ã;, u: u(t), v: v(t)

(4.6)

Offset curves, which have the same principal normals as the original

ones/ are also known in differential geometry as Bertrand curves lEisenhart-

09, Willmore-S9]. Such curves also have common centers of curvatures.

These features imply that if the progenitor curves are composed of several

segments with a given degree of continuity, the offset curves will preserve

the same degree of continuity piecewise [papaioannou-g5, eiulin-gz].
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Another way to

an offset surface with

specify the tool path on

look at the 3D tool path

the tool radius R to the

the offset surface.:

generation is to construct first

original surface, and then to

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

ro(u,v) = r(u,v) + N(u,v) R

ruxrv
H

N(urv) :
"=1r,,*rJ*o

F -ðr
dv

u = u(t), v = v(t), -+ ro(u,v) = ro(u(t),v(t)) = ro(t)

The mathematical expression of the offset surface to a polynomial

surface is no longer polynomial in nature, as the denominator of the surface

normal involves the square root of a polynomial.

Several authors have expanded the theory of Bertrand curves to

surfaces [Papaioannou-85, Farouki-86, Ravani-9l]. They have showed that

offset surfaces retain the same geometric features - the surface normals and

centers of curvatures - as the original surfaces, similarly to the Bertrand

curves. Offset surfaces also retain the same degree of continuity piecewise as

the original surfaces. The significance of this is that offset surfaces themselves
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can easiiy be approximated by polynomial surfaces. The accuracy of the

approximation depends on the differential features of the original surface.

Farouki suggests a post approximation accuracy check and subdivision of the

surface patch if the tolerance is more than the allowed value [Farouki-g61.

Offset surfaces can have anomalies depending on the original surfaces.

The offset surface will have holes where the original surface has a vertex or

an edge, or self intersecting loops where the offset distance is more than the

principal radius of the surface in a concave section. In order to find the areas

of difficulties on the surface, an analysis of the surface is required in the tool

path planning stage [Farouki-86, Chen -BZ, Su-9'].1.

4.1.2 S-axis Tool Path Generation with an End Cutter

In S-axis machining ihe tool is kept at a constant relation to the part

surface along the tool Path. Consequently, the contact point on the tool

between the tool and the part does not change during the machining process.

The tool center point TCP is always offset with a vector, with the length of the

tool radius R as shown in Figure 4.2. The vector is always in a constant

relation to the plane specified by the surface normal N and by the tangent

vector T to the tool path.
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The relation of the tool

two angles, the lead angl€ Ar,

Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.2. S-axis tool path.

Figure 4.3. Tool tilt angle.

to the part at the

and the tilt angle

contact point is described by

B¡ as shown in Figure 4.4 and
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Figure 4.4. Tool lead angle.

A five axis machine tool has two rotary axes to maintain the constant

relation between the tool and the part. Figure 4.5 shows the coordinate system

layout of a S-axis machine tool according to the EIA standard RS-267

IPressman-77].
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t
-J-t
.1*¡

Figure 4.5. S-axis machine tool.

Coordinates for machining are given in a coordinate system attached to

the part. These coordinates have to be transformed into the coordinate system

of the machine tool, which can be controlled by the Numerical Controller.

The part is attached to the rotary table, and it has a part offset, the offset

between the origin of the part coordinate system and the intersection of the

rotary axes. If the A and B rotary axes are turned by angles of cr and B about the

x and y axis, and the linear axis displacements are x, y, and z, the

transformation from the part coordinate system to the machine coordinate

system can be calculated by using the methodology developed by Paul lpaul-
81, Snyder-851 for robot kinematics calculations:

Pm = T(x,y,z) R*(ct) Ry(p) (pe + pp)

(4.77)
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Pp is a point on the part given in the part coordinate system, pm is the

same point in the machine tool coordinate system, and po is the part offset.

The representation of pi are in homogeneous coordinates, the definition of a
vector augmented by an additional component with a value of 1, allowing for

a concise matrix representation for both the translation and rotation

transformations:

Pp = [xp, Yp, zp,'I]T

Pm = [xnr, Yrru zrrvT]T

Po = [xo, Yo,zo,7]T

The transformation matrixes are given as below:

(4.72)

(4.73)

(4.74)

(4.1s)

(4.76)

T(x,y,z) =

R" (cr) =

00
cos G -sin cr

sin cr cos c[
00

îi' lt

il
It
lo
l3

00
10
01
00

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1_
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Ry (p) =

(4.77)

Note that different S-axis machine tools can have different
morphologies, i.e. different kinematic chains with different transformation

matrices associated with them. Examples are machine tools which have a

tilting head and a rotary table and machine tools with rotary tables whose

rotational axes do not intersect. Sakamoto and Inasaki made an exhaustive

theoretical analysis of all the possible S-axis machine tool configurations and

the mathematical descriptions of their kinematics [sakamoto-93].

Figure 4.6. S-axis tool center point vector.

cos p

0

-sin B

U

sin p

0

cos p

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

U

1
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Figure

the tool and

tool lead and

4.6 introduces the TCP and TAX vectors which are attached to

their relation to the TNB coordinate system when the A1 and 81

tilt angles are both zero.

Figure 4.7. S-axis tool center point vector.

The a and B rotational angles can be defined from the local TNB
coordinate system and from the required A1 and 81 tool lead and tilt angles.

(See Figure 4.7.) The diagram shows the angles to the TAX vector for clarity,

which is parallel to the Z1 tool axis.

The a and B angles of the A and B rotational axis should be set in a way

such that the Z¡ tool axis would line up parallel with the machine tool Z axis.

The TNB local coordinate system moves along the tool path with the

contact point on the surface and is constructed from the tool path tangent
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unit vector T, the surface normal N unit vector, and the binormal vector B at

the contact point.

The T vector can be calculated in the following way:

I_

(4.18)

rr
l''l

where r'can be calculated with the chain rule:

r,:dr(t) -ðrð,-'ðt?YÀ
dt A" At 

* A' At = r" ur + r" vt

(4.7e)

The N normal vector:

¡ - rt X r*', 
H = ltr, * ,J * oH'

(4.20)

B is the cross product of T and N. B is a unit vector itself, as T and N are

unit vectors, and r and N are also at right angles to each other:

B:TXN

(4.27)

The TNB coordinate system is also known as the Frenet Frame lFaux-

79, Farin-931.
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The TCP tool center point in the local TNB coordinate system can be

defined as two successive rotations of the -RN vector, first about the B, then

about the N axis by B¡ and A1 angles:

TCP: [0 -R 0 1]r

(4.22)

TCP¡ : Rru(AÐ Rs(Bt) TCP

(4.23)

The TAX tool axis vector in the local TNB coordinate system can be

similarly calculated, as two successive rotations of the T vector:

TAX=[1 00r1r

(4.24)

TAX1 = RN(AI) Re(Bt) TAX

(4.2s)

(4.26)

And the rotational matrixes are:

f cosa. 0 sinA¡ 0 I
&¡(Ar):l 1 0 0 I

| -srnA. 0 cosA¿ 0 I I

Loooll
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(4.2n

The tool center point and the tool axis vector in the part coordinate

system can be obtained with the following transformations:

TCPp : TTNB TCPI

(4.28)

TAXp = TTNTB TAX¡

(4.2e)

(4.30)

where T, N and B are the axis of the TNB local coordinate system and xp, /p,
zp are the origin of the TNB coordinate system.

The tool center point coordinates now can be calculated in the machine

coordinate system with the following general transformation:

Icose. -sinB¿ 0 0 -l

Ro(B*) : I smBt cosB¡ 0 0 I-\rl\url - I 0 0 1 0 I

LooolJ

The T1¡¡g transformation matrix is formed in the following way:

I t*t* B* xp-l

rrNB = j i:n;å;::l
L0 0 0 il
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TCPp =T(x,y,z) R*(cr) Ry(P) (po * TrN¡ TCpl)

(4.31)

Note that this treatment of the coordinate transformation differs from

the one generally used for robot kinematics calculations, though it uses the

same tools, originally introduced by Paul [Paul-8l] to solve robotic problems.

Robot kinematics is usually described from the robot's point of view: the

position and orientation of the endeffector is described in the world
coordinate system, the coordinate system of the robot's base. This is well

suited to problems usually faced by robots: manipulating objects, given in the

world coordinate system. This contrasts with the problems in S-axis

machininÇ, i.e. moving the tool along a tool path which is described in the

part's local coordinate system. Both approaches are equivalent, resulting in

the same solution. Rüegg and Gygax used the inverse kinematics approach,

for moving the machine tool axes and executing the inversion in real-time

lRüegg-921.

4.1.3 S-axis Tool Path Generation with a Ball Nose Cutter

Doing S-axis machining with a ball nose cutter is a variation of S-axis

machining. When machining with a ball nose cutter, the orientation of the

tool to the part surface along the tool path is ailowed to change, actually, it is
programmed to change. The reason is that the access of the tool to some parts

of the surface could be limited due to the fixturing and due to the complex

geometry of a part. For reducing the number of set-ups necessary to machine
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the part, the orientation of the tool to the part surface is changed during the

tool path to allow for better access to the part. The consequence of this is that

the contact point on the tool between the tool and the part surface does

change during the machining process. As the contact point moves around the

tool tip, the effective length T1 and radius of the tool T, changes. In other

words, the tool center point transformation is changing continuously. Figure

4.8.

Figure 4.8. S-axis tool center point vector with ball nose cutter.

Because the tooi end is a sphere, the tool center point can be calculated

very easily, as it is along the surface normal at a distance R from the surface.
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This means that the tool center point transformation does not need to be

evaluated for finding the tool center point, as is the case for the regular S-axis

machining. Figure 4.9 shows a side view of the tool center point.

\
zt

zt' \

Figure 4.9. S-axis tool center point angles with bail nose cutter.

Mathematically speaking, the TCP tool center point in the local TNB

coordinate system can be defined as the -RN vector:

TCP1 = [0 -R 0 1]r,

{--, i

\\
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From this step on, mathematically, the tool path calculation is the

same as for the S-axis machining with an end cutter.

4.2 Advanced Path Generator System Description

As discussed in Section 1 of Chapter 2, the optimal system design for

the part production consists of three layers: design, planning and production.

This layering also determines the partitioning and task distribution of the

implementation. In other words, the layering is what establishes the

specifications for the individual modules and, consequently, for the path

generator in the controller. The detailed specification for the path generator

module is now given.

4.2.7 Advanced Path Generator Specification

The key elements of the specifications for the advanced path generator

of the NC controller are:

(1) The tool path is given either as a 3-axis or a S-axis machining

command. This states that the path generator should be able to controt the

machine tool according to the popular sculptured surface machining

techniques.
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(2) The surfaces to be machined are described by NURBS patches. The

path generator has to have access to the description of the surfaces. As

machining across surface boundaries is a requirement, all or several of the

patches has to be available in the controller before the machining takes place.

(3) The tool path is given as consecutive blocks of motions. A particular

block of tool path motion is given as â linear function in the parameter space

of a single surface patch. The tool path should also include the surface

identifier

(2) and (3) address the data abstraction problem. Instead of passing low
level information to the controller, the commands are given in a concise,

high level format. The geometry of the surface is passed to the controller in
the form of NURBS data description. The tool path is given in the NURBS

variable space, in the u, v parameters. Limiting the tool path in the parameter

space to a linear function restrains the degree of calculations necessary to

evaluate the surface in the controller. If a single linear tool path
representation in the u, v space does not give enough control over the

desired trajectory of the tool path on the surface patch, then that tool path

should be composed of several linear segments. That segmentation has to be

implemented in the planning stage. The amount of information passed to the

controller is decreased, instead of the huge amount of line segments, only the

data to calculate the tooi path is passed. The expansion of the motion

segments into axis motion is done in the controller, resulting in a much finer

representation of the surface than the conventional line segment

approximation. This results in better part surface, requiring less hand

finishing. Also, as the machine tool motion commands are not
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discontinuous (in acceleration) line segments, the movement of the machine

tool is smoother, absent of sudden directional changes.

(4) For S-axis machining, the tool path should also include the tool
orientation to the surface, the tool tilt angle, and the tool lead angle. S-axis

machining with a ball nose cutter permits the changing of the tool tilt and

lead angles during a motion block. The tilt and lead angles are kept constant

during a motion block for machining with an end cutter. This constraint has

implications only in terms of computational load. Limiting the tool
orientation angles for end cutters to constants during a tool path segment

does not have any theoretical significance, it only means that the tool

transformation matrix needs to be calculated only once before a tooi path

segment and not at every sampling period. S-axis machining with an end

cutter usually keeps the tool orientation angle constant. Strictly speaking, this

is only an implementation issue.

(5) The machining speed is given as the surface speed of the contact

point between the tool and the part, and it is kept constant during a motion

block. Because of this, even if the contact point moves around, as is the case

with 3-axis machining, the machining speed does not change. This is in
contrast with the conventional machining, where the motion of the tool end

point is programmed resulting in wide variations in the machining speed

when cutting areas with high curvature. Keeping the speed under control

results in better finish and accuracy.

(6) The path generator should compensate for part placement and tool

geometry, based on the actual part and tool set-up data and the type of
machining. The part and tool set-up can be defined at the planning stage of

the production process. Values need to be known only nominally while
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planning, and the actuai values can be applied at the time of machining. The

part and tools need not be set up accurately on the machine, only the result of

the set-up needs to be known. It is simpler and faster to measure them than to

set them to predefined numbers. Only one set of NC programs needs to be

prepared with the nominal tool and part set-up and individual tapes

corresponding to actual tools and part placements are not needed.

In summary, an NC controller equipped with the above specified path

generator addresses the problems described in Chapter 2.2. The disadvantages

mentioned there are the consequence of doing the sculptured surface

machining with line segment approximation. Generating the tool path on the

NURBS surfaces in the controller results in better part finish, less

intermediate data, and manufacturing decisions made at the right place and

right time. This makes the sculptured surface part production less prone to

human error, faster and more efficient, and ultimately resulting in lower

production costs.

4.3 Real Time Tool Path Generation

Tool path generation in the machine tool controller means the real-

time generation of the components of the trajectory for each of the machine

tool axes. The combination of the motion components through the

kinematics of the machine tool results in the desired relative motion of the

tool and the part to be machined. The tooi path given to the advanced path

generator describes the motion of the contact point between the tool and the
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Part, and the comPonents of this motion have to be calculated in real-time.

Existing methods, using conventional NC machines, program the

components of the motion, and the NC controller simply executes those

commands, it does not do any geometric calculation to control the axes.

The path generator is the core part of any NC controller. The output
from the path generator feeds the servo modules directly. Servo modules are

digitally realized in state of the art controllers, implementing the control

loops with sampled data control systems. The implication of this is that the

path generator should work synchronously with the servo control loop,

providing the servo loop with new data in each sample period. In other

words, the cycle time of the tool path calculation is the same as that of the

servo control loop. This statement assumes that the path generation is

implemented in one level. The calculations for two level path generation

theoretically do not differ from the single level one. In this case the top level

calculation provides data points to the low level interpoiator only at every n-

th point - n being an installation value - and the low level interpolator does

the fine interpolation. It has to be assured that the loss of accuracy resulting

from the two level interpolation is below a given tolerance for all trajectories.

In the following chapters, the details of the advanced path generator

will be given with simulation results and test data.

4.3.1 Steps of Real Time Tool Path Generation

Without over simplifying the real-time tool path generation, it consists

of two main steps that has to be accomplished at each sampling period:
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First, calculation of the contact position on the surface based on the

surface description and the tool path given in the parameter space has to be

carried out.

Secondly, the tool transformation has to be evaluated based on the type

of machining and on the part and tool set-up data to position the individual
axes of the machine tool accordingly.

The machining speed control is done at the contact position
calculation stage- The speed given in an NC block is the surface traversal

speed, the speed of the tool contact point with the part, in relation to the part
surface.

4.3Jt.l Contact Position Calculation

Contact position calculation means finding the contact point on the

surface patch. According to the specification, the tool path is given as a line in
the u, v parameter sPace with t being the independent parameter (4.33). The

speed of incrementing t controls the speed of the trajectory traversal, hence it
controls the speed of machining:

u=âu+bu*t

v=âv+blr*t

(4.33)

The parameters âu, bu, arr, b' can

points of the u, v line, assuming that the

be calculated from the start and end

t parameter runs from 0 to l.:
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âu = tls

b¡=Us-U5

âv=vs

by=Vs-Vg

(4.34)

where

us, vs are the start points of the u, v parameters,

ue, ve are the end points of the u, v parameters

When u and v are evaluated - these are the u and v parameter values

at the samPling period - the surface point can be calculated. The calculation

means the evaluation of equation 3.61, as the NURBS surfaces are tensor

product polynomial surfaces. The Fi(u) and G¡(v) basis functions are rational

B-spline basis functions as used in equation (3.41):

n+l ntlL n+1 ÍH_lr(u,v) = I I "t,r Ri,r(u) Rl,r(v) = t I "r,j Si.,i(u,v)
'-' --t ì:1 i:1f-f J-r

(4.3s)

where

Rt,¡(u), \,r(v) are the rational B-spline basis functions,

ai,j are the 3D control points, and

si,j(u,v) are the bivariate non-uniform rational B-spline surface

basis functions:
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Si, i (u, v) =
wi, i N1,¡ (u) N1,r (v)

,l \ qt v,,
n+1 ml1

I > wi,¡ Ni,¡(u) Ni,r(v)
i:1 j:1

(4.36)

where

w¡,¡ is the weight associated with the i, j control point, and

Ni,t(u) and N¡,t(v) are the B-spline basis functions.

By substituting the bivariate surface basis function into equation (4.36):

r(urv) =

n+1 ml1

I I "t,, w1,i N1,¡(u) Ni,r(v)

n+1 m+l

ì:1 ì:1

(4.37)

The Ni,t(u) and N¡,t(v) basis functions can be defined in a recursive

way as given in equation (3.33).

Faster evaluation of the B-spline basis function can be accomplished by

observing the features of the B-splines and calculating the values in a forward

fashion as oPposed to the recursive way. Pavlidis [Pavlidis-82] and Bartels ef.

ø/. [Bartels-87] describe the algorithm in derail.
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Csl

CeO lsO U

Figure 4.10. UV values for contact position calculation.

By substituting (4.33), the u = u(t) and

the tool path is expressed as a function of the

v = v(t) dependencies into (4.36),

t parameter:

r(t) = r(u(t), v(t));

n+1 nrl-1TI
i:1 j:l

ai, j *i, j Ni,r (u (t) ) Ni,r (v (t) )

r(r) :
rftl1

T
J-¡

n*1I
i:1

wi,j Ni,r (u (t) ) Nj,r (v(t) )
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The results of the calculations were simulated and verified with a

CAD/CAM system. The programming environment was running on a

VAX/VMS system, and for graphics rendering and verification the services of
the UNIGRAPHICS CAD/CAM3 system were used. The various steps of the

tool path generation were written in the FORTRAN programming language,

and linked to the LI-NIGRAPHICS system.

Figure 4.11. 3D test surface.

3 tne U¡vIGRAPHICS CAD/CAM system is a high-end geometric design and machining system
developed by EDS Corporation.
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Several test surfaces were used for the simulation. Figure 4.10 shows

the uv lines for the contact position caiculation.

The figure rePresents 40 lines, or "tool path" on the surface patch. On

the following test surfaces, which are rendered by the above uv lines, the

contact points were evaluated 50 times along a single tool path, and connected

with line segments to each other. Figure 4.11 shows the tool path on an

arbitrary 3D surface.

Figure 4.72. Turbine blade test surface.
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Figure 4.1.2 shows the tool path on a turbine blade, where the surface

description was taken from a production item.

Figure 4.13 shows the evaluated contact positions on sphere, described

by NURBS terms.

Figure 4.13. Sphere test surface.

The IGES

Appendix.

format description of the test surfaces can be found in the
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4.3J1,.2 Speed Control

Controlling the speed of the machining is done by controlling the

increments of the t parameter. The t parameter is a general parameterization

of the tool path on the surface, and not a curve tength parameterization (not

even isoparameter curves on the NURBS surfaces are curve length

parameterized). The consequence of this is that for controlling the speed, the

differential features of the tool path curve have to be evaluated to derive the

proper t increment.

By knowing the sampling time T, and the feedrate, or surface speed F,

the tool path increment ÂS is:

AS=F*Ts

(4.3e)

Expressing the speed of the tool path as a function of the t parameter4

is given by the absolute length of the tangent vector of the tool path:

v=lr.l =

(4.40)

where o is the speed and

T1 is the tangent vector

The tool path increment, assuming constant speed during the

sampling period, can be calculated from the speed vector:

4 Note that t is not time.
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ÀS=o*At

(4.41)

From here the required Ât parameter increment can be derived:

(4.42)

And by substituting ÂS from (4.J9):

^t-F*T" v

(4.43)

The tangent vector of the tool path can be obtained with the aid of the

chain rule for partial derivatives of expression (4.3g), as in (4.19):

,. _ðr_ðrðu ðrðv
4t,-T

ât ðu ðr âv ðt

(4.M)

.

The partial derivatives ðrlðu, ù /àv can be calculated based on equation

(3.43) for the NURBS curves, while ðu/àt,ðv/ðt can be derived by formally

differentiating equation (4.33):

^t=asV
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tavU

b',,

ðr=
ât

ât:

ât

(4.4s)

The speed

v:lr.l :

? can be calculated from the components of the T1 vector:

(4.46)

where Ty,Ty,T7 are the components of the T¡ v€ctor.

Simulations were carried out to check the accuracy of the speed control.

Due to the sampled data nature of the interpolator, calculations are carried

out only at the sampling points and not continuously along the path. This

discretization of the calculations results in speed variation along the tool

path. One of the factors is that the derivative of the T¡ vector is calculated at

the beginning of the increment and is thought to be constant during that

increment, which it obviously is not. The other element is how the actual

traveled distance, AS, is calculated. If the steps are small enough, the distance

can be approximated by the linear distance, or cord length between the points.

More accurate calculations can be carried out based on the length of arc with

the radius of curvature of the tool path. Figure 4.14 shows the graphical

depiction for this approach, exaggerated in scale for easier understanding.

r(t) is the tool path, Tt,i, Tt,i+l are the tangent vectors, Al and Cl are the

arc length and cord length respectively.
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f(r)

Tt,i*1

Figure 4.14. Speed calculation.

All the test surfaces were used for the evaluation. The tool path tested

in all cases moved in the uv plane from 0, 0 to 1, 1 coordinates. Table 4.1

shows the results for the 3D test surface, Table 4.2 for the turbine blade test

surface, and Table 4.3 shows the results for the sphere test surface.

The columns in the tables are as follows:

Step Size - the distance in inches that the tool should move between

the sampling periods. This value comes from the given feed rate F and the

sampling time period.

Cord Length Tolerance - the maximum variation in percentage of the

incremental distances from each other, based on cord length calculation. This

translates into the observed speed variation of the contact point.

Arc Length Tolerance - percentage of the maximum variation in the

incremental distances from each other, based on arc length calculation. This

again shows the actual speed variation of the contact point.
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Derivative Tolerance - this is the maximum variation (in percentage)

of the speed a, the variation of the absolute value of the Tt,i,Tt,i+l vector at

both ends of a segment.

Cycle - the number of steps required to cover the whole tool path.

Total Cord Length - the sum of the tool path increments based on cord

length calculation.

Total Arc Length - the total tool path based on cord length calculation.

Tabie 4.1. Speed control accuracy on 3D test surface, with tool path from

0,0 to 1, 1 in the uv plane.

As it can be seen from the tables, there is a good correlation between

the step size and the speed variation. As the steps decrease, the speed

variation decreases as well. Using arc length calculations, as opposed to cord

length calculation, did not make much difference when the steps were

Step size
Cord

Length
Tol.

Arc
Length

Tol.

Deriv.
Tol. Cyde

Total
Cord

Length

Total Arc
Length

0.3 77 54 82.7 39 11.11 1,7.76

0.1 47 M 36.7 7"14 77.21 77.22

0.03 72.4 12.2 72.4 377 11.25 7"r.25

0.01 3.96 3.96 4.22 1729 77.27 17.27

0.003 7.77 1.77 7.26 3767 17.28 77.28
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reasonably small. This is also shown by the fact that the total distance traveled

is the same obtained by both calculations. There is also a good correlation

between the speed variation and the variation of the derivative. It can be

concluded that the speed variation depends primarily on the differential

features of the surface and the tool path taken. For example, looking at the

sphere test surface, which has uniform differential features, the variation data

is about a magnitude smailer than on the other surfaces, but the linear tool

path in the uv plane translates into an S curve on the surface. (See Figure

4.13.) The effect of the curved traversal of the surface also shows up in the

relatively high figures for the derivative tolerance of the tool path.

Table 4.2. Speed control accuracy on turbine blade test surface, with tool

path from 0,0 to 1, 1 in the uv plane.

Step size
Cord

Length
Tol.

Arc
Length

Tol.

Deriv.
Tol. Cyde

Total
Cord

Length

Total Arc
Length

0.3 29.8 28.2 50.5 27 7.s'./j 7.52

0.1 17.9 17.0 31.8 78 7.59 7.58

0.03 6.74 6.57 I'.L.6 257 7.64 7.64

0.01 2.25 2.24 3.97 768 7.66 7.57

0.003 0.677 0.675 '1.1,7 2555 7.66 7.66
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Table 4.3. Speed control accurary on sphere test surface, with tool path

from 0, 0 to 1, 1 in the uv plane.

Limiting the tool path in the uv plane from 0.1, 0.1 to 0.9, 0.g,

effectively leaving out the edges of the test surfaces, assuming that more

uniform differential features exist inside the patch, the simulations were

repeated. The results are in tables 4.4,4.5, and 4.6 respectively.

Step size
Cord

Length
Tol.

Arc
Length

Tol.

Deriv.
Tol. Cyde

Total
Cord

Length

Total Arc
Length

0.3 15.0 74.5 '14.3 74 3.59 3.62

0.1 4.97 4.95 4.85 û 3.79 3.80

0.03 7.47 7.47 7.46 729 3.81 3.81

0.01 0.488 0.488 0.487 3U 3.82 3.82

0.003 0.1.46 0.746 0."t46 1275 3.82 3.82
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Step size
Cord

Length
Tol.

Arc
Length

Tol.

De r1v.
Tol. Cyde

Total
Cord

Leneth

Total Arc
Length

0.3 741.7 103.5 85.M u 9.73 9.82

0.1 46.39 43.6 35.21 100 10.11 70.12

0.03 1,2.37 12.79 12.U 329 9.91, 9.97

0.01 3.96 3.96 4.22 985 9.86 9.86

0.003 1..77 1,.77 7.26 3279 9.U 9.U

Table 4.4. speed control accuracy on 3D test surface, with tool path from

0.1, 0.1 to 0.9,0.9 in the uv plane.

Table 4.5. Speed control accuracy on turbine blade test surface, with tool

path from 0.1, 0.1 to 0.9,0.9 in the uv plane.

Step size
Cord

Length
Tol.

A rc
Length

Tol.

Deriv.
Tol. Cyde

Total
Cord

Length

Total Arc
Length

0.3 11.53 1i.55 11.50 ?3 6.35 6.35

0.1 4.67 4.67 4.95 67 6.80 6.80

0.03 1.69 1,.69 2.07 222 6.70 6.70

0.01 0.574 0.574 0.707 662 6.63 6.63

0.003 0.774 0.'174 0.276 2203 6.6'.1 6.61
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Table 4.6. speed control accuracy on sphere test surface, with tool path

from 0.1, 0.1 to 0.9, 0.9 in the uv plane.

The speed variation is smaller when limiting the tool path within the

patch. This reflects the fact that when designing the surface for the boundary

regions, the cAD systems usually work with assumption about the

differential features of the surfaces (tangents, curvatures, twist vectors).

Theoretically, controlling the machining speed accurately does not

have any relevance to the accuracy of the resulting part geometry. In practice,

there is a strong correlation between the proper machining technology
(including the speed) for the part and the accuracy of the machined part.

The maximum allowable step size translates into maximum allowable
machining speed, after by taking into consideration the sampling time T, of

the tool path calculation. For a fixed step size, the smaller the sampling time
Tv the faster the machine can be moved on the surface within the required

speed tolerance.

Step size
Cord

Length
Tol.

Arc
Length

Tol.

De¡iv.
Tol. Cyde

Total
Cord

Length

Total Arc
Length

0.3 72.U 12.9 t3.57 72 3.00 3.02

0.1 4.97 4.97 4.82 v 3.48 3.49

0.03 7.47 1..47 1,.47 709 3.31 3.31

0.01 0.487 0.487 0.486 323 3.24 3.24

0.003 0.146 0.'146 0."146 7073 3.22 3.22
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4.3.1.3 S-axis Tool Transformation

In discussing the real-time tool transformations, the S-axis case will be

presented first. Then the 3-axis machining witl be treated as a special case of
the S-axis machining.

Real-time five-axis tool transformation is based on equation (4.31), as

presented in Section 7.2 of Chapter 4:

TCPm =T(x,y,z) R*(cr) Ry(p) (po * Tr¡¡n TCpù

(4-47)

The TCP¡ and TAXI vectors represent the tool center point and tool axis

vector in the local TNB coordinate system (the one which is attached to the

part at the contact point, Figures 4.6 and 4.2.) and describe the tooi relation

with respect io the surface. This is represented by the A¡ and B¡ tool lead and

tilt angles' Mathematically speaking, the transformations are described by

equations (4.22-23) and (4.24-25). If the tool orientation is kept constant to the

part surface during machining, as specified in point (Ð of Section 4.2.I, these

vectors need to be evaluated only once before the actual tool path generation.

When the A¡ and B¡ angles are allowed to vary during machining, the TCpl

and TAXI vectors need to be calculated in real-iime at each sampling period.
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TrNie represents the tool path on the part surface. It is described by the

matrix given in (4.27), which in a concise form is:

TfNg=[T,N,B,r]

where r gives the origin of the Trru¡ frame. This is the contact point and its
real-time calculation including speed control, as discussed in Section 4.g.7.2.

T is the unit tangent vector of the tool path and is given in equations

(4.18) and (4.19).

N is the unit surface normal at the contact point, and can be calculated

based on equations (4.19) and (4.20).

B is the binormal vector, and it is the cross product of the T and N unit
vectors (4.21).

The Trru¡ matrix must be calculated at every sampling point.

, Po is the part offset in equation (4.46). The usage of this term allows for
: fhe arbiirary translation of the part on the machine table. A more general

' approach is to use a general transformation To instead of po that also includes
.'

', a general rotation of the part as well:

TCPm =T(x,y,z) R*(cr) Ry(P) Tp Tnm TCpr

(4.48)

The TO matrix takes the following general form:
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Tp = [ Ty,Ty,TnPo]

(4.49)

where Ty,Ty,TTare the x,Y,z unit vectors of the coordinate system

associated with the part and po is the offset vector of the origin. The To matrix

has to be obtained and evaluated only once, from the part set-up on the

machine tool, just before machining.

Figure 4.15. S-axis rotational angles.

Figure 4.15 shows how the cr and

machine tool can be calculated to line up

p angles of the A and B axis of the

the tool axis, which is parallel with
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the TAX vector, parallel with the machine tool Z axis. The a and p vaiues

can be derived from the TAXOp coordinates. The TAXpp vector is the TAX
vector transformed by the tool orientation, tool path and part set up:

TAXpp = Tp Tr¡qn TAXI

(4.s0)

C[ = aÈ-an IAXY

/æ;ìæ

(4.s1)

P = atan TAX*

TAXz

(4's2)

where TAX', TAXy and TAX" are componenLs of the TAXpp vector.
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Figure 4.1,6.S-axis tool path on a Hermite patch.

Similarly, this calculation has to be carried out at every sampling

period. Again, the proper expressions for these angles do vary according to the

kinematics of the machine tool.
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Figure 4.77.S-axis tool path on 3D NURBS patch.

To obtain the machine coordinates, the final part of the TCP vector

transformation has to be accomplished, the rotations by the cr and B angles,

and a general translation by x, y, and z, to move the origin of the machine

coordinate system:

TCP* =T(x,y,z) R*(o) Ry(p) TCPpp
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This transformation has to be completed at each sampling period.

Figure 4.18. S-axis tool path on turbine blade test surface.

The tool path generation

surfaces. Tool path generation on

simulations were

Hermite surfaces
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earlier stage of the work, and was reported on in 1,992 [Orban-9}a, Orban-92b].

Figure 4.16 shows the tool path generated on a Hermite surface patch. The

tool is represented by two lines representing the tool radius from the contact

point and the tool axis. The tool path traversed from 0, 0 to 1, 1 in the uv

plane. The tool symbol was displayed at five locations along the tool path.

Figure 4.79. S-axis tool path on sphere test surface.

Figures 4.77, 4.78 and 4.19 show the S-axis tool path on the 3D test

surface, turbine blade test surface, and sphere test surface respectively.

For the 3D test surface and the turbine blade the uv plane was traversed

at a 45o angle, while for the sphere the tool paths are parallel with the v axis.

The tool symbol is only displayed once along each tool path, in the middle, to
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avoid crowding of the picture.

while for the tool tilt angle 45o

For the simulation

was used.

the tool lead angle was 70",

4.3.1.4 S-axis Tool Transformation for Ball Nose Cutter

The S-axis tool transformation for a ball nose cutter is similar to the

general S-axis calculation described in equation (4.31):

TCPp =T(x,y,z) R*(cr) Ry(P) (po * TrNs TCpl)

(4.s4)

As it is recalled, TCP¡ represents the tool center point in the local (TNB)

coordinate system. For the 5-axis transformation, this meant the

transformation of the TCP = t0 -R 0 tlT (+.zz) vector by the rotations for the

tool tilt and lead angles. For the ball nose cutter, the tool center point is
always along the surface normal, as the tool end is a sphere. That means that

TCP¡ will always be equivalent with TCp:

TCP1 = TCP

(4.ss)

The TAXI transformation still needs to be accomplished at every

sampling point, as the component values of TAXoo are needed for calculating
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G and p angles

(4.s2).

for the machine tool rotary axes, as described in (4.51) and in

Figure 4.20.S-axis tool path on plane test surface for ball nose cutter.

Simulations were carried out to verify the tool path generation for 5-

axis machining with ball nose cuiter. In the simulations, only a single tooi

path is displayed with the tool shown at several points along the path. The

symbol for the tool shows the tool radius from the contact point and the tool

axis from the tool center point. In the tests the tool lead angle varied linearly

along the tool path from 30o to 150o while the tool tilt angle varied from 45o

\

f,
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to 135o. This can be seen

represented in NURBS

blade test surface and on

on Figure 4.20, where the test surface was a flat plane,

form. Figures 4.27 and 4.22 show tool path on the

the sphere test surface.

Figure 4.21.S-axis tool path on blade test surface for ball nose cutter.
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Figure 4.22.S-axis tool path on sphere test surface fcr ball nose cutter.

4.3.1.5 3-axis Tool Transformation

The 3-axis tool transformation theoretically is based on equations (4.4),

(4.5) and (4.6) as presented in Section 4.7.1,. The method defines the tool path

on the surface first then offsets the tool path as opposed to generating the tool

path on an offset surface. The rationale for this is that the contact point

calculation with the speed control is common with S-axis tool path

calculations. This aiso insures accurate machining speed control.
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Figure 4.23. 3-axis tool transformation.

The equation for the real time 3-axis tool transformation can be

obtained from equation (4.46) of the S-axis case. The 3-axis machining does

not use rotary axes, so the rotational transformations can be left out from the

equation. As the tool center point is always on the surface normal, the

caiculation of the Trru¡ tool transformation can be simplified. The

translational po part offset can be lumped into the T(x,y,z) general

translational offset:
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TCP* =T(x,Y,z)TCPI

(4.s6)

The TCP¡ expression can be calculated by equations (4.4), (4.S) and (4.6).

This has to be accomplished at every sampling period. Figure 4.23 shows the

different vectors for 3-axis machining.

Figure 4.24.3-axis tool path on Hermite surface patch.

+
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Figure 4.25.3-axis tool path on 3D NURBS patch.

Using the above described calculations for 3-axis tool transformations,

it only allows for translational part offset. The orientation of the part has to be

accurately set up. In practice, general part placement is required similarly to

the S-axis case. This, again, can be introduced by the general Tp part

transformation. With this, the final transformation can be described as

follows:
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TCP' =T(x,y,z) Tp TCPI

Figure 4.26.3-axis tool path on turbine blade test surface.

@.5n
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The TO part transformation matrix is defined similarly to the S-axis

case. The Tp part transformation matrix has to evaluated once before

machining, while the rotational and translational part transformations have

to be accomplished at every sampiing period.

The same test surfaces were used for the 3-axis tool path simulation as

for the S-axis one. The only difference for the simulations was in the tool

transformation, where the appropriate calculations for the 3-axis mode were

carried out. The results are in Figures 4.24,4.25,4.26 and 4.27.

Figure 4.27.3-axis tool path on sphere test surface.
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4.3.2 Computational Considerations

As it can be seen from previous chapters, the calculation of axis

coordinates to control a machine tool for sculptured surface machining is
mathematically quite involved. In this section some metrics are put to the

calcuiations to indicate the computational resources necessary to solve the

problem in real-time.

The analysis is broken down into groups of functions which can be

considered as the building blocks of the path generator. The values given

reflect the required primitive operations to accomplish the tasks. The

primitive mathematical operations - though some of them are not primitive

at all - are grouped and referred to as shown below:

. A/S

. M/D

. TRIG

additions / subtractions

multiplications,/divisions/square roots

trigonometric functions

The values reached are based on the equations presented in this thesis

which are not optimized for fast computation. Nonetheless, these values are

meaningful and give good indication and guidance where optimization

efforts should be concentrated for implementation purposes and where the

biggest gain could be achieved.

Other functions that are not used in the advanced path generator and

only solve the problem in a specialized case are included in this analysis as

well. This inclusion gives a good indication about the computational price to

be paid to solve the problem in the most general way.
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In the tables below, 3-rd degree functions were used to get the

computational efforts. This was chosen since most CAD design systems use 3-

rd degree functions to represent the free form curves and surfaces.

The computational efforts for the required basic functions are given in
Table 4.7. These include simple vector operations and the evaluation of B-

spline basis functions.

Table 4.7. Computations for basic vector and B functions.

Function A/S M/D TRIG Other Equations

vector unitization 2 7 0 N/A N/A
vector cross
product J 6 0 N/A N/A
general
transformation
3X3 matrix mult.

6 9 0 N/A N/A

rotation about a
main axis 2 4 2 N/A (4.26), (4.27)

3-rd degree
B-spline basis
function (B)

35 14 0 N/A (3.33)

derivative of
3-rd degree
B-spline basis
function (DB)

9 7 0 N/A (3.3s)
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Tables 4.8 and 4.9 contain the necessary computations for evaluating B-

spline and NIIRBS curves and surfaces and their derivatives. The B-spline

entities are included as well, as many cAD systems - even though they use

the NURBS format to store the geometric entities - only generate a subclass of

the NURBS objects, the B-spline entities. This fact is usually also recorded in

the internal data base of the CAD system with a flag, so simpler calculations

can be carried out.

Table 4.8. Computations for 3-rd degree curve functions.

Function A/S M/D TRIG Other Equations

3-rd degree
B-spline curve 9 72 0 4 B values (3.32)

derivative of
3-rd degree
B-spline curve

9 12 0 4 DB values (3.34)

3-rd degree
NURBS curve 1,2 31 0 4 B values (3.40)

derivative of
3-rd degree
NURBS curve

76 25 0
4 B values

4 DB values
(3.42)
(3.43)
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Table 4.9. Computations for 3-rd degree surface functions.

Table 4.10. Computations for the T, N, B vectors, and speed control

calculations.

Function A/S M/D TRIG Other Equations

3-rd degree
B-spline surface 45 96 N/A 8 B values (3.61)

partial derivative
of 3-rd degree
B-spline surface

48 96 N/A 4 B values
4 DB values

(3.62)
(3.63)

3-rd degree
NURBS surface 60 179 N/A 8 B values (4.37)

partial derivative
of 3-rd degree
NURBS surface

123 31,4 N/A 8 B values
8 DB values

N/A

Function A/S M/D TRIG Other Equations

T unit vector 5 13 0 2 part. derivs.
(4.1e)
(4.18)

N unit vector 5 13 0 2 part. derivs. (4.8)

B unit vector J 6 0 T, N vectors (4.27)

TNB frame, total 13 32 0 2 part. derivs.

speed control 7 74 0 T vector
(4.33)

(4.42-46)
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Table 4.10 lists the calculations for the TNB coordinate system and for

the speed control. These results are used both at 3- and S-axis tool path

generation.

Tables 4.1'1',4.72 and 4.13 lists the calculations for the 5- and 3-axis tool

transformations respectively. As it can be seen from the tables, for the S-axis

ball nose cutter transformation more calculations are necessary than for the 5-

axis tool transformation with end cutters. This is attributed to the fact that the

tool orientation is continuously changing during the tool path for a ball nose

cutter, while for an end cutter the tool orientation is kept constant.

Table 4.11. Computations for S-axis tool transformation.

Function A/S M/D TRIG Other Equations

TAXDD calculation 18 18 0 T N B vectors (4.s0)

cr & 0 angles N/A 2 2 N/A (4.s1-s2)

TCP* calculation 7 8 4 N/A (4.s3)

total, 5-ax. tr. 25 28 6 T N B vectors
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Table 4.12. Computations for S-axis tool transformation for ball nose

cutter.

Table 4.13. Computations for 3-axis tool transformation.

Tables 4.14 and 4.15 summarize the calculations necessary for real-time

5- and 3-axis tool path generations on 3-rd degree NURBS surfaces. It can be

clearly seen from the tables that the tasks to evaluate the NURBS surface

point and the partial derivatives at the contact point need the most effort.

These calculations are necessary for both 3- and S-axis tool path generations.

Function A/S M/D TRIG Other Equations

TCPr caiculation 4 I 4 N/A (4.23,4.26-27)

TAX¡ calculation 4 8 4 N/A (4.25-27)

TAXDD calculation 18 18 0 T N B vectors (4.s0)

G & 0 angles 0 2 2 N/A (4.s1.-s2)

TCPp calculation 7 8 4 N/A (4.s3)

total, S-ax. ball tr. 33 M 1,4 T N B vectors

Function A/S M/D TRIG Other Equations

TCP¡ calculation J J 0 N unit vector (3.4)

TCP* calculation 9 9 0 N/A (4.57)

total, 3-ax. tr. ,12 ,12
0 N unit vector
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These tables evidently show that optimization efforts should be concentrated

on speeding up the evaluation of the B-spline basis functions, the NIIRBS

surface points, and the partial derivatives.

Table 4.14. Computations for S-áxis tool path generation.

Function A/S M/D TRIG

1 x NURBS surface,
with 8 B-values

60
8x35

"179

8x14 0

2 x NURBS partial derivative,
with 8 B-values, and
with 8 DB-values each

2x 123
2x8x35
2x8x9

2x3'14
2x8 x 1.4

2x8 x7
0

TNB frame 13 32 0

lpeed control 7 14 0

S-axis tool transformation for end cutter, or 25 28 6

S-axis tool transformation for ball nose cutter JJ M 74
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Function

1 x NURBS surface,
with 8 B-values

2 x NURBS partial derivative,
with 8 Fvalues, and
with 8 DB-values each

2x1.23
2x8x35
2x8x9

2x374
2x8 x74
2x8x7

T and N vectors

d control

3-axis tooi transformation

Table 4.15. Computations for 3-axis tool path generation.

Table 4.76 gives a comparison of the real-time computational efforts

required for the different interpolation methods. This table only shows the

calculations necessary to generate the next step along the tool path, i.e. the

calculations that has to be carried out during the sampling period.

Calculations which are needed to start the tool path generation and should be

carried out before the block execution starts are not listed. Those calculations,

depending on the implementation method, are not that time critical.

The numbers for the generalized spline interpolation are based on the

results given by Huang and Yang [Huang-92a, Huang-glb].
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Interpolation Method A/S M/D TRIG

3-axis, Iinear interpolation 3 0 0

S-axis, linear interpolation 5 0 0

Generalized 3-axis 3-rd order spline interpolation 15 5 0

Advanced 3-axis tool path generation 1,31,9 1,307 0

Advanced S-axis tool path generation for end cutter 1335 1,329 6

Advanced S-axis tool path generation for ball nose tool 1.343 1.345 1.4

Table 4.16. Computations for different interpolation methods.

The data for the first three interpolation methods in Table 4.16 are only

here for the sake of completeness. The first three interpolation methods

merely foilow a space curve and do not accomptish any of the tasks associated

with post processing. For this reason the data in Table 4.16 should only be

considered for reference purposes.

4.4 Initial Implementation

The results of this research are being implemented in a practical

application at the Institute for Advanced Manufacturing Technology,

National Research Council of Canada. The advanced path generator is being

installed in a research open architecture NC controller [orban-94].
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The practical implementation includes the advanced real-time path

generator module added to the Cimprovisor Open Architecture NC

Controller [Cimprovisor-95] and the NC programming module added to the

UNIGRAPHICS CAD/CAM system to provide the new formar NC data for

the advanced path generator.

At the time of the writing of this chapter (end of April, 1,995.) the 3-axis

version of the advanced path generator has successfully been tested and

severai test pieces machined, while the operation of the S-axis path generator

has been tested in the OAC controller.

4.4.L System Architecture

The practical implementation is based on the Cimprovisor Open

Architecture NC Controller (OAC). The Cimprovisor OAC is a distributed

system built around the STD32 bus hardware platform [STD-95]. The main

components of the controller are the axis control modules, the PLC module,

and the supervisory module. See Figure 4.28.

The architecture of the controller has been designed to minimize

intertask communication. The central task of interpolation is generally the

key to determining the requirements of the central processor. The approach

taken is a two stage interpolation strategy, where the central processor

generates the motion increments for all axes at a relatively low rate; these

increments are then splined at a relatively high rate by each axis slave

controller leading to acceptable contouring performance with relatively low

computational load at the master. This solution considerably reduces the
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need for high bandwidth in the communication between the central

processor and axis slaves. The first stage interpolation sampling time is set for

32msec, while the second stage sampling time is lmsec.

STD
Bus

Front
Plane
Bus

Figure 4.28. OAC system architecture.

The servo functions are realized on single board controllers. The

boards read the positional input from the axis encoders and ouþut the analog

signal for the servo amplifiers. The compensating lead-lag fitter on the axis

boards is implemented digitally. The boards also do the low level

interpolation. The axes are synchronized to each other by a high-speed front-

plane bus.

The PLC or machine I/O module is implemented on another single

board controller. This module is also tightly coupled to the axis controllers
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through the front-plane bus. The processor interfaces to industry standard,I/O

modules to handle the discrete signals.

The rest of the CNC functions are provided by the supervisory module.

That module is running on an Intel 80486 based system, consisting of several

boards on the STD bus, and behaving like a PC clone computer, running the

DOS operating system.

The advanced path generator functionality was added to the

supervisory module extending the conventional linear and arc interpolation

capabilities. For the more complex S-axis machining a set of points can be

calculated in real-time in less than 20msec, well below the allowable 32msec

range, when machining 3-rd degree NURBS surfaces. The 486 processor was

running at 50MHz speed. Initial optimization efforts have also shown that a

speed advantage over a magnitude can be achieved by carefully coding the

algorithms. With these optimizations fully implemented the cycle time of the

first stage interpolation can be significantiy reduced.

In addition to the advanced path generation the input language

interpreter has been expanded to allow for the parsing of the special

commands describing the machining.

The above functions were coded in the "C" programming language and

integrated with the OAC controller.

4.4.2 NC Programming System

For testing the advanced path generator equipped oAC an NC

programming system has been developed. The new method of tool path
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generation requires the geometry of the part to be available in the controller

in addition to the tool path commands.

An interactive extension was added to the UNIGRAPHICS cAD/cAM
system to allow for the special programming. The operator can select the

surfaces to be machined, the tool type, the machining strategy and the

tolerance of the machining, very much like in any other machining system.

The programming system outputs the geometrical information in the

NC ¡irogram as well as the tool path on the surfaces. For the advanced path

generator Programming the standard G-code language has been extended. At

the beginning of the NC program the geometry of the NURBS patches are

described. The blocks to characterize the NURBS surfaces uses a format

similar to the IGES representation. The advantage of this approach is that the

data is in a textual format, and can easily be verified against the standard IGES

output of the CAD system. Additional G-codes have been specified to

command the various tools on the NURBS surfaces. G13 was specified for 3-

axis machining and G15 for S-axis operations. These special NC blocks also

include the identifier for the NURBS surface patch, the tool path in the u,v

plane and the tool angles for the S-axis machining.

The NC programming system extension was implemented in the "C,'

programming language. The above described system was used to develop the

NC programs for machining the test pieces with the advanced path generator

equipped OAC.
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4.4.3 Initial Results

Several test pieces were machined with the advanced system in 3-axis

mode and with the conventional method for comparison purposes. Figure

4.29 shows a close-up of a blade machined with the advanced method, while

Figure 4.30 shows the same part produced in the conventional way. Both

parts were machined to the same tolerance, to 0.0015" scallop height.

þ

Figure 4.29. Test blade machined with advanced path generator.
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þ

Figure 4.30. Test blade machined with line segments.

The horizontal lines on the pictures are the contours of the scallops,

the result of the consecutive tool paths that moved in the horizontal

direction. The fine and dense vertical lines are the actual cut marks, made by

the cutting edges of the tool as it rotated. In Figure 4.30 the effect of the line

segment approximation of the tool path can be clearly seen: the resultant

surface is made out of facets as compared to the continuous paths of the

advanced path generator in Figure 4.29.

The test conditions of the two machining were as follows:

. Wahli-Sl S-axis machine tool
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. NRC/UBC open architecture controller

. 6061- T6 aluminum test piece material

. 3/8" OD HSS ball nose, four flute tool

. 20 ipm feedrate

. 4000 rpm spindle speed

. oil coolant

The comparison of the production of the same part by the two different

methods also highlights the advantages of the new path generator.

Producing the NC program for the advanced interpolator was a one

step operation: in the programming system the surface was selected, the tool

type and nominal tool size, the machining strategy, and the NC tape was

produced without any additional steps. For the conventional method the

same tool path was output first in an APT format, then it translated into a

Cutter Location (CL) file, and then finally postprocessed into the actual NC

tape. For the post processing, the actual tool data and part setup data was

required.

The comparison of the size NC data files also underlines the

advantages of the advanced path generation: the advanced method resulted

in a NC file of 7 KByte compared to 90 KByte of just the final rape file. If
motions were generated with the same resolution in the conventional

method as achieved with the advanced mode, the conventional NC tape file

was over 700 KByte in size.

The actual machining also highlighted the advantages of the new

method. The tool and part setup data just had to be measured and entered

into the controller prior machining, while for the old method, the tool and
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Part had to be set up to the exact values used for the post processing. With the

advanced method, the tool moved smoothly over the surface, while the line

segment approximation resulted in a tangentially discontinuous motion over

the part.

The surface finish also shows a considerable difference to the

advantage of the new method, thoûgh no metrics have been put to the

texture characterization of the two different machining yet.

The work to test the implementation of the other parts of the advanced

path generator is still ongoing.
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5 Summary and Conclusion

In this thesis, the state-of-the-art of sculptured surface machining was

reviewed, and a new method to generate the trajectories in the NC controllers

was developed. Here, the results of the research is summarized, and the

possible future work is outlined.

5.L Solution and Results

In this research, the design and simulation of a new real-time path

generator module for a Computer Numerical Controller for machining

sculptured surfaces has been carried out. The advanced path generator

produces the motion commands directly from the most general surface

geometry descriptions for 3- and S-axis machining performing all tne

processing and applying all the necessary compensations in real-time.

First, the task distribution in the CAD/CAM process of sculptured

surface part production was examined and evaluated. The state-of-the-art in

sculptured surface machining was reviewed based on a literature survey and

the shortcomings pointed out. The existing mathematical methods for surface

description were presented, and the mathematics for 3-axis and S-axis tool

path generation were formulated. For the discussion of the different

kinematics, general purpose matrix transformations were applied. Partial

results of this work were first presented by the author in the Ph.D. candidacy

paper [Orban-92a] and are now an integral parts of this thesis.
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The real-time tool path generation for the most general case, for the

NURBS surfaces, was developed. The requirements for the advanced path

generator were drawn up, and the specification was analyzed against the

known deficiencies of existing methods. It was shown that the advanced path

generator, according to the given requirements, meets the expectations and

corrects the known problems with sculptured surface machining.

The detailed mathematics for the contact point calculation were

developed. For demonstration purposes, several test surfaces were evaluated,

showing the correctness of the calculations. A speed control algorithm to

direct the machining pace on the surface was presented and implemented.

Simulations have been carried out to evaluate the applicability of the method

and the effect of the granularity of the discretization of the problem, the

required frequency of the calculations was analyzed.

Tool transformations for deriving the machine coordinates and for

controlling directly the axes of the machine tool for several kind of

machining strategies and tool configurations were developed. The methods

allow for the run time correction of tool dimensions and part set-up

coordinates. Simulations for all the test surfaces and machining methods

have been carried out. The simulations proved the correctness of the

calculations.

The computational aspects of the advanced path generator were also

evaluated and compared. Computational load data for other interpolation

methods were also included. The computational anaiysis also showed the

areas where optimization of the algorithms would net the most gain.
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The results of this research are being implemented in a practical

application at the Institute for Advanced Manufacturing Technology,

National Research Council of Canada. The practical implementation

addresses all aspects of a production system for sculptured surface parts,

including the programming system and the advanced real-time path

generator module added to an open architecture NC controller.

The first test results from the implementation support the advantages

claimed by the new path generation method: the planning and production is

shorter easier and faster, and the parts have better surface finish.

Efforts are ongoing at the National Research Council to fully

implement and test the advanced sculptured surface machining system.

5.2 Future Work

Though the foundations of an advanced path generator for sculptured

surface machining has been laid down, there is still much work to be done.

Most of the issues are related to the practical questions of implementation.

Though the available computing power from various processors is

increasing with each newer version, optimizing the algorithms is a

worthwhile undertaking. optimizing would lead to a cheaper

implementation with higher performance.

Also, a theoretical analysis on the effect of computational speed on the

allowable machining speed is in order. That investigation should give precise

answer on the resultant accuracy of the path generator under different
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machining speeds for different surfaces. The analysis could be based on

Shannon's sampling theorem.

The advanced path generator does not really know how far it is along

in its path. The main difficulty is that the resultant parametric tool path

curves are not parameterized by arc length but by some arbitrary

parameterization method. That means that calculating the full length of the

tool path or the partially covered distance could computationally be

expensive. The use of that data would be invaluably helpful when calculating

acceleration and deceleration strategies at the beginning and at the end of the

tool path. Fortunately, sculptured surface machining do not require abrupt

changes in direction and speed. Still, the availability of such a feature would

make the advanced path generator more general.

A computer numerical control with the advanced path generator is

part of a bigger system intended for producing parts with sculptured surfaces

in an easier way. This thesis did not address the detailed issues relating to the

other parts of the whole system. In the general paradigm of "design, plan, and

machine" of the whole system, an advanced CNC would have the most effect

on the planning stage. Beyond the fact that the functionality of the planning

stage could be expanded with the integration of new features, the information

to be passed to an advanced controller is different than existing standards

allow for. As increased activity in the field of the development of computer

numerical controllers, among others, points towards expanding the path

generation capabilities of the controllers, defining and standardizing a new

interface would be best accomplished within the mandate of international

standard committees.
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6 Appendíx

6.l Hermite Test Surface in IGES Format

S1
1H,, 1H,',L6H[.ugii]_herm.prt,18H[.ugii]ig_herm.igs,38HUnigraptr_ics II on VG 1
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l_herm.prt, l-.0, 1,4HINCH,3, 0.0D0, 13H941208.080102,0.1D-?,,,,9,0,13H94L04G 3.114200; G 4114 1 1100 1Dl_

1142314500D2
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0.286684995465247,1.30099638358064, -3.0]-240245660062, l-p 30
-1.629652567 6\12t,1.20547314534044,5 .47052Q'70'7 3514 6, 1p 31
-12-666"t6081_60946,1.7508981??06016, -5.?5295039841009, 1p 32
-26_10728'77414593,60.45032769337t9,0.0D0,4.'7L394321183199, 1p 33
-5 - 50825651_553381, 0.54 680051? 329448,0 .000, -5.3682?0863337 34, 1p 34
9.02939503994007 , -6.320r845't 68536'7 ,0.0D0, -25 .I25L23232t989, 1p 35
29.9080635459?14,4.6991,89222489'7!,0.0D0,6.3205175626t644, 1p 36
-37.27 672480]-,25'77 ,25 -2]..3752969196, 0. 0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 1p 37
0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0, 1p 3g
0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0, 1p 39
0.0D0/0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0, l_p 40
0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0, 1p 4l
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0 . 0D0, 0 . 0D0, 0. 0D0, t. Q, 3 . 2Q247 951-600471, I . 629652567 6t721,
-3 . 654 7251 5 4 00 678, 0 . 0D0, 0 . 286680801 23285, -2 . 8937629L8417 6L,
6 . 4883 4 033 5 674 1, 0 . 0D0, 1 . 30102 18892 47 39, -!3 .t2967 0 66]-2907,
29 .4450325518685, 0.0D0, -3 .07244LO7369836, 30.40105825 98097 ,
- 68 . 1"1 8 48'1 7 307 286, 0 . 0D0, 0 . 0D0, 0 . 0D0, 0 . 0D0, 2 . 2513427 452529I,
-0 . 29 635 42t3'7 2 4 6 4 8, 0 . 99 68987 4 63 0 5 0 4 5, 0 . 8 50 4 0? 4 02 99 62t8D - 4,
1 . 998 695312 498 66, r. 4 4 432 6r!22953 6, -4 . 85853355 23 4857,
-0 . 4 l_4 4 5683 56592 64D-3, -0 . 87 I37 49697 30't7 8, -1. 7l_015802 L2435t,
5 . 752759059 45254, 0. 490?35690088151D-3, 0. 0D0, 0. oDo, o. oDo, o. oDo,
4.'1t39432]..183199, 5. 368261_83406003, -18. 0584783 44046t,
-0 . 4 88 67 660 695 6726D-3, -5 . 50825 651_553381, -9 . 0293 436446L39 6,
30 . 373 4 6668 6282, 0 . 3005 58't 52366t29D-2, 0 . 54 680 O5L7 329 4 48,
6.320111440337 48, -2r.2592424170698 | -0.45957687 9125072D-2t 7.0 |
3 . 3331544 4 154 96, 0 . 3108 9649595'1 6r, -0 . 697 229t3131?353, O. ODO,
0 .8522720t6186735D-1, -0.86004 65023323L1, L.928'.'t7987 482649, O. ODo,
-0 . 2 8 668080123285, 2 . 893t6291.8 4r7 61, -6 . 4 8834033 56't 4t t 0. 0D0, 0 . 0D0,
0. 0D0, 0. 0D0, 1. 0, 0. 0D0, 0. 0D0, 0. 0D0, 3. 333154441-5496,
0 . 852217 7 49't 02't 88D -L, -0 . 28 6 67 5 4 600 93 5 53, -0 . 2 4 4 5 55 65 27 7 7 49 4D - 4,
0 . 3108 964 95 957 6r, -0 . 8 6004 818 989592, 2 . 89309522861999,
0 . 2 4 68027 051 327 27D -3, -0 . 69'7 229!31_3 L 7 3 53, t . 9287 7 90 635 4 3 8 8,
-6 . 4881-7307L4]..38't, -0 . 55348 9789567328D-3, 1 . 0, 1 . 04563 887 67 429L,
-3 . 5174 8843 352604, 0 . 0D0, 1 . 04563887 67 429]-, 1. 3638607513633,
-4 . 587 95102 ]-695'7 8, -0 . 7 87 0't r 4 401 6132 5D-4, -3 . 5 17 4 8843 352 6Q 4,
- 4 . 587 97 4 41,8858 62, 15 . 4 33 68844 7 6482, O . 2647 6'77 65306304D-3, 0 . 0D0,
0. 0D0, 0. 0D0, 0. 0D0, 1. 0, 3. 3331_5 44415496 | 0. 310896495 957 6:-,
-0 . 697 229131317353, 0 . 0D0, -O . 8522720t6186735D-1,
0 . 86004 65023323 11, -L . 928't 7 98'7 482 649, 0 . 000, -l_ . 87 43 834 9I7 ]-309,
1 8 . 91 5 9964 9812 5 9, - 42 . 42\'7 t32232r67 | 0 . 0D0, 3 . 072 4 4].07 369836,
-30. 4010582598097, 68. 17848?7307 286, 2 . 0, 0. 0D0, 0. 0D0, 0. 0D0,
3 .333154441 5496,0 .8522t'71 49't02788D-r, -0 .286675460093553,
-0 . 2 4 4 5 5 5 6 5 2't "t 7 595D - 4, -1 . 0 8 01 I l_ 4 I 93152 6, 0 . 3 583 4 64 I 7 7 9't 77 8,
-1. 2054330534207 8, -0 . 1_02826229075268D-3, -0. 871374 969?30777,
-1 . 7101580212435r, 5 . 7 52759059 45254, 0 . 490735690087 961D-3, 1 . 0,
L . 04 563887 6'7 4291., -3 . 51748843352604, 0 . 0D0, -1. 04563887 67 429L,
-1 . 3638607 5t_3633, 4 . 587 951021 6957 8, 0 . 7 87 07 1440158676D-4,
-4 . 931 875 67 93 4097, -2 . 3 67 3325 43OO 623, 7 . 964 1 6103854 389,
-0 . 183879900286802D-2, -0. 54 68005L7 329448, -6. 32011144 0337 47,
2l .2592424t70698, 0. 4 5957 68? 9]-250'7 2D-2, 0 . 0D0, 0. 0D0, 0. 000, 0. 0D0,
0 . 0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,
0. 0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,
0.0D0f 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,
0 . 0D0, 0 . 0D0, 0. 0D0, 0 . 0D0, 2 . o, 3 . 20247 9516004 71, -L. 629652567 6r't 23-,
1 . 7508 9817706016, 0. 000, 0. 28 6684 899866612, r .20547 464L55536,
-5 . 752 9538823518, 0. 0D0, L . 300995091 9171, 5 . 41 050286649699,
-2 6 . !07 226503331 4, 0 . 0D0, -3 . 0123 9800 613529, -L2 . 6667 22].5 95878,
60 . 450181627 040]-, 0. 0D0, 0 . 0D0, 0 . 0D0, 0 . 0D0, 2 .25t3427 452529t,
0 - 2963617 28 65'7'7 68, 6 . s]-'t 9995 427 6325, -10 . 4 7 5 482 5885 64,
1 . 998 695312 49866, -t . 4 4 43 627 37 27 522, -3I . 7 6643524 36935,
5 1 . 053 8t_4 4 5 87 37 t, -0 . 8'7 r37 49 697 307 7 8, 1 . 7 102 0l_38 68807,
37 . 6L3L28't 631942, -60 . 4 503 9937 20439 | 0 . 0D0, 0 . 0D0, 0. 0D0, 0 . 0D0,
4 . 7 I39 432L18 3 1 9 9, -5 . 3 683 0 5 0 1 7 7 3 I I 8, -25 . 12 4 823'7 3 027 32,
6. 31994 1817 1-3352, -5 . 50825 651553381, 9 . 029 60924 4244''Ì7,
29 . 90 602667 t5?42, -31, . 2'7 2 66281.98 439, 0 . 54 68 00517 329 4 48,
- 6 . 32 0 5 17 5 62097 2 4, 4 . 7 025 6029912596, 2 5 . 2 0 6855 91 5 4557, 2 . 0,
3 .3331544415496, -1.080181_48931_526 , -0 .87]-37 4969'130777 ,0.0D0,
0 .852224200r_3811D-1, 0.35834 9764 03],62, -]-.7t0r7251 033?63, 0. 0D0,
-0 . 286684 899866612, -t . 205 47 464r.5553 6, 5 . 7529538823518, 0 . 000,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,1.0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 3.3331544415496,
- 0 . 8522393 607 4 9 0'7 4D -I, -1 . 8 7 4 3 633 95 5 1 3 6, 3 . 0r2 4 0 60280 6295,

1P 42
1P 43
1P 44
lP 45
1P 46
LP 47
1P 48
1P 49
1P 50
1P 51
1P 52
tP 53
l_P 54
1P 55
1P 56
1P 57
1P 58
1P 59
1P 60
1P 6L
1P 62
1P 63
1P 64
1P 65
1P 66
1P 67
1P 68
1P 69
1P ?0
1P 7t
lP 72
1P ?3
1P 74
1P 75
1P 76
1P 77
1P 78
1P 79
LP 80
1P 81
1P 82
t_P 83
1P 84
1P 85
l_P 86
l_P 8'7

1P 88
1P 89
lP 90
1P 91
1P 92
l_P 93
1P 94
1P 95
1P 96
1P 97
1P 98
l_P 99
1P 100
1P 101
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0. 3108964 95957 6]., 0. 8600699995111_82, 18. 9158562595163,
-3 0 . 4 0084 94 609581, -O - 69''Ì 2291313 17353, -t . 928827 97 467 444,
- 42 . 42146887 92913, 68 . l_ 781 81 92 4 1331, l_ . 0, -1 . 045 63887 67 4297,
-4 .9318756? 934097 , -0. 546800517329448,1.0456388767 429r,
-1 . 3 638 67 7 0 660524, -2 . 3 67 2t58590 457 5, - 6. 32038? L9030 604,
-3 . 517 4 884 3 352 60 4, 4 . 587 99'7 8:-602t46, 7 . 9632219010350 6,
2L.26153620699].8,0.0D0, 0. 0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 2 . O, 3.33315 44475496,
-1 . 080181 4 8 931526, -0 . 87 I37 49697 3O7 7 7, 0. 0D0, -0 . 85222 42001381_1D_1,
-0 . 35834 97 64 03 1 61 9, I . 7 1077 25'7 0337 63, 0 . oDO, -1 . 8? 43 64 I 9L65032,
-7 . 88r452t496077, 37 . 61,3t3 4268035, 0 . 0D0, 3 . 01239800 6t3529,
12 . 666'7 22159587 8, -60 . 4 501_8162'7 0 401, 2 . 0, 0 . 0D0, 0 . oDo, o . oDO,
3. 3331544415496, -0. 8522393607 4907 AD-L, -l-.87 43633955136,
3. 01240602806295, -l_. 0801814893!526, -0. 35835557 440945t,
-'7 . 88t45447 34 5 68 8, 12 . 6667' t 583?005, -0 . 87 1 37 49 697 307',1 7,
l_.710201386880?, 37. 6L31287 631942, -60 .4503993?20439, I.Q,
-1.04563887 67 429I, -4 . 931_87567 93409'1 , -0.546800517329448,
-1 . 04 5 638 87 67 429r, 1 . 3 638 67 7 06 60524, 2 . 367 2158590457 5,
6. 32038719030604, -4 . 93187 56? 93 4097, 2 . 36?1?00508?035,
34 . 862 98181 614 49, -4 .'7 02r8925610t 65, -0. 54 6800517 329448,
6 . 32Q57' t 5 6209't 2 4, -4 . 7 025 6029972594, -25 . 20 685591 54 55?, O . ODO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, O. ODO, 0. ODO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0. oDo, 0.0D0,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0. oDo, 0.0D0,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0, o. oDo, o- oDO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, O. ODO, O. ODO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0. ODO, O.oDO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.ODO, O.0D0,0. ODO, O. ODO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, o. oDo, o.oDo,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.000,0. ODo, O. ODO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, O. ODo, O. ODo, 0. ODO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0. ODO, O. ODO, O.oDO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.000, 0.0D0, o.0Do, 0. oDo,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0 _ 0D0, 0. oDo, o. oDo, o.0D0, 0.0D0,
0. 0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0 .0D0, 0 .0D0, 0. oDO, o. oDo, o.ODo, 0.0D0,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, O.ODO, O. ODO, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,
0.0D0, 0.000, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, O. ODO, O. ODO, 0. ODO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, O. ODO, O. ODO, 0. ODO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0 .0D0, 0 . 0D0, 0.0D0, o. oDo, o. oDo, o. oDo,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, O. ODo, 0.0D0, O.ODO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, o. oDo, 0.0D0, o.oDo, 0.0D0,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, O. ODO, O.0D0,0. ODo, O. ODO,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0, o;
S lG 4D 2P 145

l-P t02
1P 103
1P t04
1P 105
1P 106
1P 107
1P 108
1P 109
1P 110
1P 111
1P II2
1P 113
tP tt4
LP 1l-5
1P 1t_6
1P 117
1P 118
LP 119
1P 720
1P t2l
1P t22
1P 1,23
1P L24
1P L25
1P L26
1P 721
1P 728
1P 129
1P 130
1P 131
1P I32
1P 133
1P 134
l_P 135
1P 136
1P 137
1P 138
l_P 139
1P 140
1P 141
1P 742
1P 143
1P I44
l_P 145
T1
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6.2 3D Test Surface in IGES Format

S1
1H',1H;,20H[.ugii]ig_uvsurf.prt,20H[.ugii]ig_uvsurf.igs,3gHUnigraphics rG l_I on \IAX/\¿Þ1S Version 9.I,24IfLJGII,/I@S version 9.l.IO;32,39,1_6;39; :.6,ZOH} 2
I.gqiilig:l"sr¡Lrf,prt,1.0,1,4HÏNCH,3,0.0D0, L3H94I2O7.].6].g44,O.1D-7,,,,9, G 30,13H941205.153900; c 4t28111001D1

12823350qD2
I28,6,4,3,3,0,0,1_,0,0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.375,0.5,0.?5, 1p 11.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.000,0.0D0,0.5,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0, 1p 2
1.0, 1.0, 1. 0/ 1.0, 1 _ 0, 1.0, l_. 0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1. O, 1. O, l_. O, 1. O, 1. O, 1. O, 1p 3
1. 0, 1 .0, 1.0, 1.0, 1 .0, 1.0, l_.0, 1 .0, 1. 0, 1.0, 1 . o, 1. o, l_. o, 1. O, 1. O, 1. Of lp 4
1.0, 1.0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.284002913'799965, 1P 5
0.63429'793326531_6D-3,0.000, L.23732965009852, 1p 6
-0.109857904580r79D-2t 0.0D0,2.28298243642L4'J_, 1p 70.204559883219474D-2,0.0D0,3.0290851B2jtLTSt 1p 8-0.180?0194829936D-7,0.0D0,4.04182447437845, lp s
-0.746703834691074D-I,0.0D0' 4.39842L48r37213,-0.10884271'63026].6, l-p 10
0.0D0, 0 .I'72'707L06887345, 0.711 238458 99!97 6,0. t-t_86301_33635135, 1p 11
-0.489138050545686,0.566822871875749, -0.49789183729240L, 1p t2
r.74483062335548,0.576153770406734, -0.849105306613958, 1p 13
2 .83469614257896, 0.5'7256459602'tt5, -2.96602562452424, l_p L4
2 .32320349467 459,0.47 622140301853, 2 . 538501?594 6l_1, 1p l_5
4.4529L579091488, O.'70662'719489664,-L.56572834319441,, 1p 16
4.42779'741,850303,0.5812824122804'73, O.ODO, -0.173081?3735767r, 1p t7
1.36902939152681,0. 906230393246451D-2 t2 - 42968081882429, 1p 18
! .3556270r't99633,3.97026669293724,1 . 439359955 39205, 1p 19
r.428800?0272356 | 8. 46908343700451, 0.814250077065053, 1p 20
I .440069027528]-3 , 6 . 42063355265923 , 4 -Q5'7 324907 48612 , 1p 21-
1.561_0363?169227, -5.55311590684723,3.22384006940499, 1p 22
I.24947240589892,3. 433069190L0021 ,4 .03993040175001, 1p 23
!.36',7823073453t_3, 0.0D0, 0. 17288985354 9381, 2 .082632091-8048?, 1p 21
-0.124670950417501, -0.335738494r2r4\,2.04975267825553, 1p 25
-7 .04909621,99956r , I .206607 347 4257 6 , 2 .14664889488228 , 1p 26
-2-32862706018802,2.668667257 68078,2.04303385390994, 1p 21
-I.700921,5211313,2.68826:-42]-56104,2.t6t1207:.803275, 1p 28
7.47784641635015, 4 . 08998135113136, 2 .1_7350687526282, 1p 29
-0.910031_5821,69895, 4 .359861 4904738't ,2 .03?58989885383, 0 . 0DO, 1p 30
-0.2401580?8745189D-1,2-'7206440103L894, O.ODO,0.3r73't7934555666, 1p 31
2 .809378573 94145,0.0D0, 1 . 159?4415505114, 2 . 54 691658912529,0. oDo, 1p 32
2 .327 05963583't52,2.'14641t1977 9269,0.0D0, 2 .9I387L04465967 , 1p 33
2 .688721,67L03678, 0. 0D0, 3. 9686025014'tL'79,2 .3?3381_41532855, 0. ODO, 1p 34
4.24642632925842,2.65].89527722852,0.0D0,0.0D0,1.0,0.0D0,1.0,0,0,. 1p 35s1c4D2P3511
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6.3 Blade Test Surface in IGES Format

st
l-H,,1H,',19H[.ugii]ig_blade.prt,19H[.ugii]igìlade.igs,38Hllnigraphi_cs fI G 1
on \axl\/!,ts Version 9.l,zAfItreIIlIGES Version 9.1.10,32,39,16;3g;16, 19Ht.c 2
ugälig_blade.prt,1.0,1,4HI¡rcH,3,0.0D0, 13H941207.161208,0.1D-?,,,,9,0, c 3I3H94I207.113700; c 41281122001D1

128281160002
128,L4,6,3,3,0,0,1,0,0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,0.93?5D-L, 1p 1
0.15625,0.219'75,0.3125,0.40625,0.5,0.625,0.6975,0.79125,0.84375, 1p 2
0 .90625,1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.25, O.5, O. ?5, 1p 3
1.0, 1.0,1.0,1.0, 1.0f 1.0, 1.0,1.0, 1.0, 1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1. O, 1.0,1.0, 1p 4
1.0, 1 .0, 1. 0, 1. 0, 1.0, 1 .0, l_.0, 1.0, 1. 0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1..0, 1. O, 1.0, 1. o, 1p 5
1.0, 1.0,1.0, 1.0, 1.0,1.0, l-.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0, 1.0,1.0, 1.0, 1.0,1. O, 1p 6
1.0, 1.0,l-.0,1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0,1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0,1.0,1.0, 1.0, 1. o, 1p 7
1.0, 1.0,1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, l_.0, l_.0, 1.0,1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1. o, 1p B
l_.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, l_ .0, 1 .0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, L.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1. O, 1. O, 1p g
1.0, 1.0, 1 .0, 1.0, 1.0, 1 .0, l_.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1p 10
0. 4181_88069019652D-1_, 3.'7 6'125914711901, -2 .51 511603 629027 , 1p 11
0. 13001?594 6Q8r02,3.7486936895259'7 , -2.50362533368646, 1p 12
0 .266845662229056 , 3 .'7 07 57 4'7 5055257 , -2 . 498862527 32568 , 1p 13
0.445943054632765,3.63900371663689, -2.508272601_60705, 1p L4
0. 616518558 402608,3.56259846'7 85185, -2 .52900505819829, Lp 15
0.7971_6106695564'7,3.46398402810575, -2.56973469541516, 1p 16
0 .986228561157458, 3.3420?885016222, -2 .632t8920876757 , 1p L7
1.17946140042196,3.1949'7963248133, -2.'7t989336476573, 1p 18
1_.33548099953336,3.05r01622984928,-2.8t'142835386661, 1p 19
1.47812064382957,2.89931123715549, -2.92790506760311, 1p 20
L.57954298ar2283,2.77 67684967262t, -3 .02265945658835, lp 2!
1. 6';14BBLl_919011, 2.647 66'77I3645L9, -3.12644"Ì60393265, 1p 22
1,.7 6403534485835, 2.5202973]-t2751, -3 .22882393136517 , lp 23
1 . 820411175L929,2.423'734537'7 0944, -3.31131_235340056 , Ip 24
1.85389480690197 ,2.36830374711901, -3.35826733374999, 1p 25
0.234358445 623r99D-r,3.632979]-3267807 , -2 .25930L5414867r, 1p 26
0.974920899558423D-1, 3.60633'73423961-3, -2.26L3765906901-8, 1p 27
0 .2272'7 9L5428946r,3.55275967359 49, -2 .2723L163343416, 1p 28
0.4Qrr74288409887,3.47383109980948, -2.29455281378779, t-p 29
0.5633215900768'7L,3.38502601008587, -2-33I4I7L0122905, 1p 30
0 .7 40329255r1529L,3.27893980629243, -2 .381_356858232't 4, 1p 31
0 .9249493L230?363,3. l_4831238648672, -2 .454635It25'7L24, 1p 32
1.115406076'7t'717,2.99532954161191 t-2.54956128184271, 1p 33
1-.26956655211785,2.8482561929'74t7 t-2.65L052r7273396, 1p 34
1.40798095169937,2.69404447651541, -2.7656815181246, 1p 35
I.50299443445062,2.568360265587 66, -2 .865397 4t589844, 1p 36
1 . 598521897 36228,2.4430t015432452, -2.96457 659164014, 1p 3'7
I.68494152814145,2.31409691009631, -3.070?5641832823, 1p 38
1.73985191295839, 2-21792850583408, -3.15334466178199, 1p 39
1.'77212284513368,2-1"6762539925036, -3.1950775339296t 1p 40
-0 .938428949581235D-1, 2.95859657922r'7 , -L.343]-1.t 43'775978, Ip 41
-0.343036651383323D-1, 2.91.92228725561, -1 .3638292636592I, rp 42
0. ?l_9080236 62346ID-I,2 .84862178592393, -1. 40116215803433, 1p 43
0.214 689556399316, 2.7 4545618384102, -r.460t042't 185199, 1p 44
o .3491'7t754391448, 2 - 63'78'7 946332978, -I.52644184560004, 1p 45
0. 507053743'7 6536? t2.514r3242982L6, -t -60209381.479566, 1p 46
0. 661417565586987 ,2.36634730958082, -1..7042677532261 8, lp 4j
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0 .8289'182892L3'7 67 ,2 .1,9991547516099, -1.82155370 934364,
0 . 96501194 0 315 457, 2 . 0 4 46t6720t95 9, -t_ . 938]-7 839!27 642,
1 . 09601 638 67 28'7'7, L . 887 38 90 4 4 32t81, -2 . 058 6258223 6925,
l_.1928301_34 61008, r.7 6521107226188, -2. 15398630238257 ,
I . 27 824964384081, L . 63 8064 87 58 6633, -2 . 258 6 4 48517 8t29,
1 . 3617 4 4 858 7920 6, 1 . 5 12 05 8 0037 9126, -2 . 3627 7 530 622967,
7 . 4L962 6539955L2, l- . 4 1 988 93 015 t- 655, -2 . 4 4007 0't !297 652,
r - 4 452307 7 220r, 7 . 367 rr9 455 65222, -2 . 48 6989123 63 1 7 1,
-0. 6L0258r_47]-66563, I.20767 77 020407 8, 0. 534 630096253539,
-0 . 55 63892237 488 64, 1 . 154 1 67 104 2].002, 0 . 5032894 01 8't 9968,
-0 . 4 6?87100 6006337, L . 069503453 52256, 0 . 44 4785955 6]-0 44'7,
-0 . 3 4 62 9 60292990 5]-, 0 . 9 49L 42922 9 6282 6, 0 . 3 60 10 7 5 7 98 1 7 608,
- 0 . 223893 4 65 995 4 03, 0 . 827 L583207 887 ]-5, 0 . 27 39992119 9 4 43 4,
-0 . 905253917 57 46't AD-L, 0. 684 52014181?307, 0. 169861311 427 98,
0 . 6L7 6464't 0128883D-1, 0 .52291900209315, 0. 523000?836917840-1,
o . 22O 6rt7 9 63 64 6]-3, 0 . 3 4 01 0 0 7 4 9 6 9 0 53 5, -O . 85 4 47 01238 92 I 81D -l_,
0 . 357 5 6807 0]-22 41 6, 0 . l-7 43 5 54 58 0 49145, -0 . 21282508 69 43227,
0 .4't7 9't977 5930547 , O .550712'72'Ì965377D-2, -0.3493431-83270266,
0 . 565507668 613055, -0 . 127 590132834151,, -0. 4 595 68999L52? L5,
o . 6517 07 7 97 28 4L5 4, -O . 25885 4'7 7 2 487 225, -0 . 5 6831 982 6634 518,
0 . 7 3rr47 4998235 4 6, -0 . 3925 43t7 8 8334, -0 . 682 031 61 8 49 4099,
o .'77 929670256045''t , -0 - 487947 45'7 6832'7 6, -0.'7 66199823405542,
0 . 807 8 6862 5 4340 66, - 0 . 5 47 09222089812 4, -0 . 81883 0 617 9091,4 4,
- 0 - 667 218917 58 807 8, 0 . 4 6688 9731_ 9'7 387 9, t. 4 63 64 695953573,
-o . 62 8 4 9 42't 21820 5 4, 0 . 4rr1 6 4 92'7 80257 r, I - 41,8127 0 428 3 6 6 4,
-0 . 559962 61051-321_3, 0 . 31912 433690208 4, !. 3 4 48389272 4 4 6,
- 0 . 4 69 8220 0 9819282, 0 . t8 6 42 4 97 7 O 9 4322, r. . 2 3 5 95 95 1 0 48128,
-0 . 37869673 4945482, 0 . 521310025 942336D-r, 1 . 1257368903194,
-0 . 2'l 7 290317 433't 9I, -0 . l_03 0t 91 0 85289 4]-, 0 . 99'7 027 92954 300 9,
-0 . I'l 42 67'7 3097 6267, -0 . 280 68 64 5'7 0t2 618, 0 . 84 500?233 930394,
-0 . 6508 657 8 604 3 987D-1, -0 . 4'7 89 649 64 68384 6, 0 . 67 3302 48 453353 9,
0 . 2505470506834 91D-1, -0. 658474 00 039997 2, 0 . 514774L563491'7 r,
0 . tL97 92629097 468, -0 . 835784 52836984 6, 0. 360202855553138,
0 . 18 4 55 61 1 6t327 22, -0 . 973 613 8t-l-1134 9, 0 . 23 691017 526993,
0 . 25L57 031 1304 7 38, -I . 7].07 7 1_923 42 67, 0 . LI5I2572 42237 5 4,
0 . 32L690 623613 883, -I . 2 4 6 400:-58 I 0 03 4, -0 . 3 93 90 6 903 94 I 5 5 6D-2,
0 . 365258948185188, -1 . 3 4267 87 47 4988, -0 . 90 654204 5924599D-7,
0 . 39L 6626'1 37'7 917 5, -t . 40L37 4252'7 2959, -0 . 1 4 357 50 6 25 45209,
-1 . 0 99187 4 8308 6 9, -0 - 856426983309293, 2 .'7 6 45 487 00]-97 ]-4,
-l- . 0 4 98 661 8 99633 r_, -0 . 9148? 27 3031201 9, 2 .'7 L999533 45537 2,
-o .982361491-l-033? 6, -1 . 00928517705112,2.643122327 73955,
-0 . 88577354 8180398, -1 . 14 517397 249032, 2 . 5337 39 48933'7 54,
-0 . 7 98 4347 7 5130 91 8, -L . 28305 47 41 2 62'7 5, 2 . 41,837 37 6242 4r8,
-0 . 7080 951 6 0 61239'7, -r . 4 438 47 6't O 499 47, 2 . 2'7 97 6 69898 6085,
-0 . 61 0 96081 22538 62, -1 . 626059 493823I't, 2 . ]-208 4 43 4 42392 4,
- o . 51,0 3 527 2 5 02 9923, -1 . 82 98 9B'7 20 I I 4 9 1, 1_ . 9 4 02105250 0'7 6,
- 0 - 4211-2L8 402 4 91.0 6, -2 . Ot32O 49 0 820 6 4L, 1 . 7 7 7 3328 3 4't 3 47 7,
-0.34 1055071].07 416, -2 .I968L7 46404908, 1. 610890187 4L7 65,
-0 . 2'7 4206389 65337 9, -2 . 338 6 4 40't 7 45266, I . 48 409 49252 6682,
-0 . 20896834 23L5209, -2 . 4't 89'7 08 48 660 63, 1. 35832104 08 4 416,
-0 . 1 4 4 3 80 98 0061 3'7 2, -2 . 62033 42'7 80 68 99, I . 23L2r7 5 624 3 67 r,
-0. 103141_56 44'7 8549, -2.71_869824'7 34668, 1. 141_46715309319,
-0 . 7 616197 9714 0337D-1, -2 .'7 8284557 959258, 1 . 082 967356 32434,
-1 . 10001- 68 6336495, -O . 8 67 405263 68L7 4 6, 2 . ? B 53? 9504 488 66,
-L . 05 4'7 9649535 8 65, -O . 92637 48L7 89937 5, 2 .'t 38820 66141 4 9L,
-0 . 98214343135873, -1,. 020 4 4502055577, 2 . 664 73088122018,
- 0 . 88 9 0 42223 33 1 0 9 6, -I . 15 69 3221 65 50 32, 2 . 5 5 2 8 I 0 5 9 6 2 3'7 35,
-0 .80082462 5823238, -1. .29524227 453288,2.43'7 370257 08759,
-o .'7 o 67 259388253 49, -1 . 4 5 5 67 75 I 4 I 7 1 5l-, 2 . 3OO 47 1.823r02't 5,
-0 .617284026190307, -1 . 63904517 462812,2 -].'3'7 60367532591,

lP 48
1P 49
1P 50
1P 51
1P 52
1P 53
1P 54
1P 55
1P 56
1P 57
1P 58
1P 59
1P 60
1P 61
1P 62
1P 63
1P 64
l-P 65
l_P 66
1P 67
1P 68
1P 69
t-P 70
1P '71-

1P 72
1P '73

1P 74
1P 75
1P 76
l_P 'l'l
1P 78
1P '.79

1P BO

1P 8L
lP 82
lP 83
1P 84
1P 85
1P 86
1P 8'l
1P 88
1P 89
1P 90
1P 91
1P 92
lP 93
lP 94
1P 95
1P 96
l_P 9'Ì
1P 98
1P 99
1P 100
1P 101
t_P L02
1P 103
1P 104
1P 105
tP 106
l_P 107
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-0 . 51512861-1564 438,
-0 .429t4695664407 5 ,
-0 .347272]-64 951-031,
-Q .285866449600993,
-0.222892542090029,
-0.L6436t723094227 ,
-o .124728661645351_,
-0 . 100043863364 951,
0.0D0, 1.0, 0, 0,.

1P 108
1P 109
l_P ].]-0
1P 111
1P ttz
1P 113
1P 1t_4
1P 115
1P 116
T14D

-7. 84297717 552015, 1. 9574884 6100815,
-2 . 02681r4L150121_, 1. 7 92831910?4805,
-2 . 21022 6528 96358, t . 627 237 9709605 9,
-2 . 35238515553148, 1. 4981661165489,
-2 . 49330924001404, 1. 3709581 9141313,
-2 . 63 47 894't l-05805, L . 2 41,5897 268927 4,
-2 . 7 3361804168755, 1. 15099052134926,
-2.'t9626826368175, 1.09305518822064, O. ODO, 1. O,

116
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6.4 Sphere Test Su¡face in IGES Format

S
1H,,1H;,20H[.ugii]ig_sphere.prt,2oíl.ugiilig_sphere.igs,38HUnigraphics IGI on \rÆ(,/vMS Version 9.I,2AIiucTIlf@S Version 9.1.10,32,39,16;3g,]",6tZOH?
[.ugii]ig_sphere.prt,1.0,1,4HINCH,3,0.0D0,1-3H94l207.L6l.4L7tO.1D-7,,,,9, G0,]-3H94t204.115100; c

1
1
2
3
4

1
2
1
2
3
4

5
6
'7

I
9

10
l- l-

128 l_ r.
128 2 '7 20

128 | 4, 4 | 2 | 2, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0. 0D0, 0. 0D0, 0. 0D0, 0. 5, 0. 5, 1. 0, l_. 0, 1. 0,
0.0D0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,0.5, 0.5, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0,0.34314575050762,
0 . 242 6 40 687 II9285, 0 . 3 4 3 1 4 5 7 50 50't 62, 0 . 2 42 6 40 687 t1-9285,
0 . 343L 4 57 5 0 507 62, 0 . 2 42 6 40 68'7 7!9285, 0 . 17 t57 287 525381,
o . 2 42 640 687 179285, O . 17 ]-57 287 52538t, 0 . 2 42 6 40 687 1 l- 92 8 5,
0 . 343 1 4 57 50 507 62, 0 . 242 640 68'7 rr9285, 0 . 34314 57 5 0 507 62,
0 - 242 640687 tI9285, 0 . 34 314 57 50 507 62, O . 242 640 687 t_ 1 92 8 5,
0 . 17 t_ 5 ? 2 8 7 5 25381,, 0 . 2 42 6 40 68'7 1,19285, 0 . r7 :.'51 287 52538L,
0 . 242640687 179285, 0 . 34 31 4 57 50 50'7 62, 0 . 242 64068'7 1192 I 5,
0 . 343L45750 507 62, 0 . 2 4264068? rrg285, 0 . 34314 5750 50'7 62, 2 . 25, r . 25,
0. 0D0, 2.25, 2. 25, 0. 0D0, 7 -25, 2. 25, 0. 0D0, 0. 250000000000003, 2 . 25,
0. 0D0, 0.25, I.25, 0. 0D0, 2.25, 7.25, 0. 0D0, 2 .25, 2.25,
0 .99999999999999'7 , r .25,2 .25,O .999999999999999, 0.25OOOO000ooooo3,
2 .25, r. 0, 0 . 25, r.25, 0. 0D0, 2 . 25 | 1.25 | 0. 0D0, 2.25, r.25,
0 . 999999999999999, L. 25, r . 25, r . 0, 0. 250000000000003, r . 25, 7 . O, O . 25,
1. 25, 0. 0D0, 2.25, r.25, 0 _ 0D0, 2. 25, 0. 250000000000004, L. o, 7. 25,
0. 250000000000003, 1. 0, 0. 250000000000003, 0. 250000000000001, 1. o,
0 .25, L. 25, 0. 0D0, 2.25, 1.25, 0. 0D0, 2.25, 0.250000000000001, 0. oDo,
t. 25, 0 . 25, 0. 0D0, 0 . 250000000000003, 0 .249999999999999, 0. oDo, 0. 25,
1.25, 0.0D0, 0.0D0, 1.0,0.0D0, 1.0, 0,0;

1
0

1D
OD

LP
1P
1P
1P
1P
LP
1P
1P
1P
1P
1P
1P
1P
l_P

1P
1P
l-P
1P
1P
1P

T

L2
1_3

I4
15
L6
L7
l-8
l_9
2Q

1
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6.5 Plane Test Surface in IGES Format

S
IH,.,IH;,16H[.ugii]_flat.prt,18H[.ugii]ig_flat..igs,38HUnigraphics It on VG
.Ax/vì4S version 9)-,24wJcttlf@S versj_on 9.1_.10,32,3g,16;3g-,16,16Ht.ugiiG
l_flat.prt,1.0,l-,4HINCH,3,0.0D0,13H94121_l_.145930,0.].D-7t,,,9,0,13H941ãO9G
.163000;

128 t
72823

1
1
2

4

1
2
1
2
3
4
q

6
'7

1

G
1D
OD

1P
1P
1P
1P
1P
LP
1P

T

1
0

1
7

2P

128, 3, 3, 3, 3, 0, 0, l_, 0, 0, 0 _ 0D0, 0. 0D0, 0. 0D0, 0. oDo, 1. O, 1. O, 1. 0, 1. O,
0.0D0, 0.0D0/ 0.0D0, 0.0D0, L.0, l_.0, 1.0, 1. O, 1. O, 1. O, 1. O, 1. O, 1. O, 1. O,
1.0, 1.0, 1 .0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0D0, o.oDo, o. oDo, 1.0,
0.0D0, 0.0D0,2.0, 0.0D0, 0.0D0,3.0, 0.0D0,0.0D0, 0. oDO, 1. O, 0.0D0, 1. o,
L. 0, 0. oDo, 2.0, 1. 0, 0. 0D0, 3. 0, 1. 0, 0. 0D0, 0. 0D0, 2. O, O. ODO, !.0, 2.0,
0. 0D0, 2.0 | 2 -0, 0. 0D0, 3. 0, 2.0,0. 0D0, 0. 0D0, 3. 0, 0. oDO, 1. O, 3. O, O. ODo,
2.0, 3.0,0. 0D0, 3. 0, 3. 0, 0. 0D0, 0. 0D0, 1. 0, 0. 0D0, 1. 0, 0i 0;
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7 Glossary

APT - Automatically Programmed Tool, a computerized

programming language/system to produce NC tapes for numerically

controlled machine tools.

CAD - Computer Aided Design, a computer assisted method to design

parts geometry interactively at a computer graphics workstation.

cAE - computer Aided Engineering, a suite of computerized

engineering tools, that help a designer to create an "optimal" part according to

various requirements.

CAM - Computer Aided Machining, a computer assisted method to

produce parts on numerically controlled machine tools.

IGES - Initial Graphics Exchange Specification, an international

standard format to move geometric information between different CAD

systems.

NC, cNC - Numerical control, computer Numerical Control, a

machine tool controller, which allows for the description of machine tool

actions/operations in a standard, machine tool oriented programming

language.
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OAC - Open Architecture computer numerical Control, a CNC that is

modular, the module interfaces well defined and accessible to the user

allowing for the extension and modification of the controller features.

2D machining - 2-axis machining, machining operations, where tool

movement is described only in two axis. Examples are lathe machines, sheet

metal operations.

3D machining - 3-axis machining, machining operations where tool

axis movement is described along three axis. Example: milling operations.

5D machining - S-axis machining, machining operations where tool

axis movement is described along five axis. The extra two axis of freedom

allows for ideal placement of the tool to the part, and better access for

machining. Example: sculptured surface milling operations.
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